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ABSTRACT
Intercollegiate athletic departments encounter unique challenges as organizational units
of higher education. Among these challenges is generating revenue to support the rising expenses
of operating programs, funding coaches’ salaries, and investing in facilities. Many athletics
departments generate revenue by fundraising through donor-based seating programs,
philanthropic engagement, and stewardship benefits associated with levels of support. While
various factors within an athletics organization can influence fundraising, the important position
of head coaches is one of them. These visible positions can play a key role in influencing ticket
sales, fan interest, and donations, thereby contributing to the financial viability of the entire
organization.
This study examined the relationship between head coaching change and donations to
intercollegiate athletics programs in the Power Five conferences using the athletics department at
the University of Mississippi as a case study. Univariate time series models for 60-months of
data were developed and descriptive statistics were used to analyze data across three categories
of giving. Kurt Lewin’s (1947) Change Management Theory served to inform the methodology
of the study as well as the interpretation of data and development of recommendations.
The results from this study demonstrate head coaching change in high-profile sports show
the greatest variation in categories of giving that include tangible benefits. The results also show
that sport-specific giving following a head coaching change varies by team, and that variation
can be influenced significantly by a small number of donors. The information from this study can
assist institutional leaders in better understanding the financial implications of organizational
ii

change in high-profile sports, as well as provide development leaders with data to increase
philanthropy in lower-profile programs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

American higher education has been engaged in a process of massification since World War II,
thereby expanding to serve students from all walks of life (Eckel & King, 2004). This expansion
has contributed to numerous advances on campuses, while also amplifying the large, complex
organizational structure of higher education. Tierney (1988) indicates that higher education
institutions are influenced by powerful external factors such as demographic, economic, and
political conditions. He notes they are also shaped by strong forces that emanate from within,
including sub-units of organizations that have distinct and separate cultures. According to
Bastedo (2012), colleges and universities are best understood as networks of departments
working together to fulfill a mission of education, innovation, and community partnership. To
that extent, these networks of departments have grown expansive in their own right, including
the distinguishable sub-organization of intercollegiate athletics.
Intercollegiate athletics have been referred to as “American higher education’s ‘peculiar
institution.’ Their presence is pervasive, yet their proper balance with academics remains
puzzling” (Thelin, 1994, p. 1). Despite the role of athletics in higher education having long been
debated, the multifaceted department plays a significant role on campuses due to its enormous
visibility and the attention athletics attracts from various stakeholders. The organizational
structure of an athletics department is comprised of numerous internal and external divisions,
including finance, academics and compliance, marketing, and revenue generation. These
1

administrative units assist in overseeing the entirety of an athletics organization, in addition to
supervising individual sports programs, coaching staffs and academic support for studentathletes.
The responsibilities of managing an intercollegiate athletics department are uniquely
complex to the institution at large. Athletic administrators are faced with contemporary issues
across college athletics, including amateurism, coaching and staff diversity, and scandals that
have reflected negatively on programs (Burnes & Greason, 2017). The commercialization of
athletics through multimedia rights and sponsorships have added supplemental partners and
affiliations to manage, thereby commingling external relationships with existing entities of the
organization (Mitten et al., 2009). Many athletics departments are also responsible for
fundraising substantial amounts of money due to the escalating costs of supporting programs,
funding salaries for coaches, and investing into facilities.
The contemporary advancements made in philanthropy from alumni and fans have
contributed to athletics department’s ability to meet the growing costs of college athletics. While
various factors within an athletics organization can influence fundraising, the important position
of head coaches is one of them. These positions are often the most visible figures in the athletics
organization and, in many cases, the institution at large. This is primarily due to their presence in
the local and national media and, in select sports, coaches’ status as the highest paid employees
on campus. Gibson (2020) states that in 2018-2019 the top paid public employee in 40 states was
either a college football or basketball coach. Many of these coaches participate in alumni and
donor events, perform speaking engagements, and foster connections with important constituents
that financially support the athletics department. Due to their status, these coaches can play a key
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role in influencing ticket sales, fan interest, and donations, thereby contributing to the financial
viability of the entire organization.
Statement of the Problem
Part of the structural model of intercollegiate athletics as a sub-unit of the institution is
autonomy. Ko et al. (2014) states that in the highly competitive college sports environment,
many varsity sports programs have financial systems independent from the academic side of the
university. Athletics departments are thereby responsible for maximizing revenues to meet the
escalating costs of resourcing programs, paying coaches, and funding facilities. An important
aspect of generating revenues for these athletics departments is fundraising through donor-based
seating programs, constituent engagement, and stewardship benefits associated with levels of
support. While numerous factors influence donations to athletics departments, change at the head
coach position can be one of them.
The role of head coaches and their visibility has been amplified in the 21st century due to
the rapid rise of intercollegiate athletics as a business, particularly at the Power Five level of
competition. Record setting revenues and program expectations in these five conferences have
made coaching jobs more pervasive to the public. To that extent, the role and visibility of head
coaches within the athletics organization has led to a dramatic rise in salaries; increased
expectations from fans and supporters, and frequent turnover at the position. Thus, the status of
these positions has the opportunity to influence organizational support from various external
stakeholders. This study examines the relationship between head coaching change and donations
to intercollegiate athletics programs in the Power Five conferences using the athletics department
at the University of Mississippi as a case study.

3

Having introduced the problem at the center of this dissertation study, this chapter moves
on to present the discussion of the purpose statement, significance of the study, and statement of
positionality. The chapter concludes by outlining the subsequent chapters in this dissertation.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between head coaching change
and donations to intercollegiate athletics programs in the Power Five conferences using the
athletics department at the University of Mississippi as a case study. The results of this study will
enable institutional leaders, athletics directors and advancement administrators to learn more
about donors and their propensity to support the athletics organization following a change in a
head coach.
Significance of the Study
There is limited research on the relationship between head coaching change and
donations to intercollegiate athletics; therefore, a gap exists pertaining to the actual influence it
has on fundraising. The recent growth of college sports with regards to revenues, spending, and
creation of the Power Five conferences, all of which developed within the past decade, make the
information in this study decisively relevant and significant to intercollegiate athletics.
For many schools, the success of fundraising and providing resources for the studentathlete experience has grown into a dynamic process where contributions from alumni and fans
can be influenced by various factors, including head coaching change. Therefore, the information
obtained in this study can be useful to a number of organizational executives in higher education,
including President’s and Chancellor’s, Athletic Director’s, Directors of Athletic Development,
and Vice Presidents of Advancement. The findings may assist administrators in making key
organizational decisions to change head coaches in specific sports and the financial implications
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from such outcomes. The data may also provide administrators the ability to prepare and execute
a fundraising strategy if and when a change is made effective.
Statement of Positionality
Positionality is important to acknowledge for this study due to the researchers personal
and professional experience in intercollegiate athletics. According to Bourke (2014), the identity
of a researcher has the potential to impact the research process, as identities come into play via
our perceptions, not only of others, but of the ways in which we expect others will perceive us.
Therefore, he states, our own biases can shape the research process, serving as checkpoints along
the way.
The researcher’s personal background has been deeply influenced by intercollegiate
athletics, as he was the recipient of a full grant-in-aid scholarship and participated in Division I
football. He was also one of seven siblings whom competed in Division I athletics; therefore, he
and his family’s experience as intercollegiate student-athletes has played an important role in
shaping his identity.
The researcher followed his undergraduate experience with a professional career in
higher education administration, where his focus has been on athletics fundraising and alumni
relations. Over the course of his career, the researcher has worked at four institutions of higher
learning, including as an Assistant Athletics Director for Development at the Ole Miss Athletics
Foundation from 2015 to 2018. The researcher currently serves as a Senior Associate Athletics
Director for Development at a Division I institution and continues with responsibilities related to
fundraising and administration. His future aspirations include administrative leadership in higher
education, particularly within the fields of institutional advancement and athletics administration.
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The researcher’s personal and professional perspectives have been significantly shaped
through his experiences in intercollegiate athletics. His knowledge directly contributes to
perceptions and any perceived biases in conducting the research for this study, which focuses on
athletics fundraising and alumni relations. Furthermore, the researcher previously worked in
fundraising as part of the University of Mississippi athletics department, which serves as the
research site of this case study. The researcher addresses his access to data and the integrity of
this study in the ethical considerations section, which is detailed in Chapter 3.
Conclusion
Intercollegiate athletics departments are distinctly unique sub-units of higher education
and encounter numerous challenges as an organization. Many of the challenges today center on
generating revenues in order to support the rising expenses of funding programs, paying coaches,
and investing into facilities. While philanthropy from alumni and fans have contributed to
meeting the growing costs, fundraising success can be impacted by various factors, including
head coaches. These coaches are distinguished employees within an athletics organization and,
due to their role and status, can play a key part in influencing donations. To that end, athletics
administrators are regularly tasked with deciding whether to make a head coaching change and
must consider the organizational consequences from change at these critical positions.
In Chapter 2, the researcher will describe the theoretical framework for the study and
discuss literature relevant to intercollegiate athletics in higher education, philanthropy in
intercollegiate athletics, and the role of the head coach. In Chapter 3, the researcher will detail
the research design for the study, which will provide an objective analysis of the relationship
between head coaching change and donations to the University of Mississippi athletics
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department. In Chapters 4 and 5, the researcher will share the summarized results and findings
from collected data, recommendations for future research, and implications to practice.

7

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This study examines the relationship between head coaching change and donations to
intercollegiate athletics programs in the Power Five conferences by using the athletics
department at the University of Mississippi as a case study. This chapter addresses the theoretical
framework for the study, articulates a review of the literature, and concludes by looking ahead to
the subsequent chapter of the dissertation.
Theoretical Framework
Grant and Osanloo (2014) state the theoretical framework for a research study is the
foundation from which all knowledge is constructed metaphorically and literally. It is the
structure that supports a theory of a research study, while also introducing and describing the
theory that explains why the research problem under study exists (Abend, 2008). Adom et al.
(2018) indicates a researcher’s theoretical framework should resonate with every aspect of the
research process, from the definition of the problem, literature survey, methodology, presentation
and discussion of the findings to the conclusions. Lovitts (2005) states applying theory must be
appropriate, logically interpreted, and align with the question at hand, while Imenda (2014) notes
a study without a theoretical framework lacks accurate direction. For other scholars, the
importance of a strong theoretical framework cannot be understated, as it is often considered the
blueprint through which one will conduct their study (Grant & Osanloo, 2014).
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Kurt Lewin’s (1947) Change Management Theory will serve as the framework for this
study, which will center on organizational change in intercollegiate athletics departments.
Lewin’s Change Management Theory will specifically be used to examine the relationship
between organizational change at the head coach position and donations to the University of
Mississippi athletics department.
Lewin’s Change Management Theory
Lewin’s research on change management primarily focused on resolving conflict through
behavioral change, whether it be within organizations or society at large. Burnes (2004) states
that Lewin identified two requirements for successful change projects: 1) to analyze and
understand how social groupings were formed, motivated and maintained, and 2) to change the
behavior of social groups. Lewin believed that individual behavior is a function of the group
environment. Therefore, any changes in behavior stem from changes, be they small or large,
from forces within the group (Lewin, 1947).
According to Lewin (1947), a group or ‘field’ is in a continuous state of adaptation. He
states that “change and constancy are relative concepts; group life is never without change,
merely differences in the amount and type of change exist” (Lewin, 1947, p. 13). His research
used the term ‘quasi-stationary equilibrium’ to indicate that while there might be a pattern to the
processes of a group, these tended to fluctuate constantly due to changes in the forces or
circumstances. Lewin’s view was that if one could identify, plot and establish the potency of
these forces, then it would be possible not only to understand why individuals, groups and
organizations act as they do, but also what forces would need to be diminished or strengthened to
bring about change (Burnes, 2004).

9

Lewin’s theory argued that successful change in organizations involved three steps,
which in the framework of this study focuses on athletics department’s decisions to change a
programs head coach. Lewin (1947) theorized the present level of activity of a system as a
dynamic social equilibrium, which is a state of balance maintained by active driving and
resisting social forces. Change then comprised of shifting the driving and resisting forces, thus
facilitating the movement of the system to a new level of equilibrium.
The Three Steps
The first step of Lewin’s change model is unfreezing. Unfreezing refers to the movement
from a steady state that is unstable and amendable to change. It involves disturbing the
equilibrium or “breaking the habit” (McGovern & Rodgers, 1986, p. 566). Lewin (1947) stated
before an old behavior can be discarded (unlearnt) and new behavior successfully adopted, the
equilibrium needs to be destabilized. Lewin believed in the first step you must first unfreeze the
status quo before you can implement change. This marks the step in the change process where
the athletics department recognizes the need for change to a teams’ equilibrium and prepares to
replace old behaviors and attitudes with new ones. As part of the unfreezing process, the athletics
department communicates to stakeholders to help them understand why change is necessary and
markets a compelling message on why it is best for the organization. This stage of
communication is critical because it can improve people’s motivation away from the status quo
and towards better results for the program.
Once an organization has unfrozen the status quo, they can begin to implement Lewin’s
second step of changing. This stage involves the acceptance of new ways of doing things and
application of the intended change, which in athletics is the hiring and implementation of the
new head coach. The changing stage is when new insights are formed via experiences,
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experimentation, and feedback, and are anchored when supported by new norms and
organizational features (Scott, 2009). According to Lewin (1947), any attempt to predict a
specific outcome from changing is very difficult because of the complexity of forces concerned.
Instead one should seek to take into account all forces at work, and identify and evaluate all
available options on a trial and error basis.
The second step of transitioning to a new head coach within a program requires effective
messaging and to encourage the involvement of other individuals also endorsing change. This
stage is important for continued communication and knowledge sharing to help personnel learn
new concepts and expectations. Wirth (2018) states that a concise view of the new state is
required to clearly identify the gap between the present state and that being proposed. The
changing stage is for the head coach to introduce new philosophies, involve people in the
process, and empower action amongst the program. Lewin recognized that in this stage, without
emphasis, change could be short-lived.
After the processes of unfreezing and changing are complete, the third and final step in
Lewin’s change management model is refreezing. Lewin (1947) states that refreezing seeks to
provide stability at a new quasi-stationary equilibrium in order to ensure that new behaviors are
safe from regression and become permanent. In organizational terms, refreezing often requires
changes to organizational culture, norms, policies and practices. This step can also be considered
the reinforcing stage, as it stabilizes and solidifies the new state after change. Kim et al. (as cited
by Forsythe, 2015) explained that when major change occurs in an organization, new norms and
rules are often adopted, causing old norms and rules to be less important. The refreezing process
ensures the new head coach has embedded the intended changes into their program, and that
these organizational changes are reinforced and have become the normal way of operating.
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Critique of Lewin’s Model
Lewin’s research on organizational change has been studied and taught by scholars for
decades. Many praise Lewin as the man of science or, the ‘experimentalist’, for providing the
solid basis on which change management has developed (Marrow, 1969 as cited by Cummings et
al., 2016). Burnes (2004) states that Lewin’s three-stage model dominated change management
thinking from the late 1940’s to the early 1980’s. According to Cummings et al. (2016), Lewin’s
‘changing as three steps’ of unfreezing, changing, and refreezing is regarded by many as the
classic fundamental approach for managing change, while Hussain et al. (2018) describe Lewin’s
theory as the change model explaining the striving forces that challenge the status quo to realize
effective changes.
In recent decades, some scholars have criticized Lewin’s model for over simplifying the
change process. Kanter et al. (1992) found the theory was exceptionally simplistic and claimed
Lewin’s linear and static conception was so unfitting that it was difficult to see why his theory
not only survived but also prospered. Child (2005) argued the theory, particularly at the
refreezing stage, was no longer relevant given the complexity of organizations and contemporary
requirements for greater levels of flexibility. Furthermore, Pettigrew and Whipp (as cited by
Rasanen, 1993) stated the management of change is an uncertain and emergent process;
therefore, Lewin’s approach was too mechanistic for a world where organizational change is a
continuous and open-ended process.
According to Cummings et al. (2016), Lewin’s work has been defended despite recent
criticisms. He states that what has remained unquestioned is the model’s foundational
significance, as it is sometimes traced to the first article ever published in Human Relations.
Additionally, Cummings indicates that the recent questioning of Lewin’s simplistic model can
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encourage innovation and, ultimately, improve upon Lewin’s original findings for the benefit of
future generations.
Change Management Theory in Intercollegiate Athletics
Intercollegiate athletics departments have grown rapidly complex over the last two
decades due to increased revenues, exorbitant spending, and ambitious expectations from
important stakeholders. Duderstadt (2009) notes the accelerated pace of change present within
college athletics has continually forced leaders in athletic departments to innovate faster, operate
more efficiently, and respond more quickly to unforeseen challenges of the future. Many of these
changes have contributed to the organizational structure of athletics departments due, in part, to
schools’ increased dependency on revenues and the prominent role of head coaches.
In many regards, the underlying goal of organizational change is to improve
organizational performance (Carter et al., 2013), to which many athletics departments assess
their organization based on the performances of individual programs and head coaches.
According to Tsitsos and Nixon (2012), it is obvious that institutional officials, trustees, athletic
boosters, and donors at many top-rated institutions place a very high value on big-time athletics.
They report that athletics directors and universities feel they must do whatever is necessary to
hire and retain coaches who win. This philosophy is especially perceived as contemporary at the
highest level of intercollegiate athletics, where the organizational structure of revenues and
expenditures are often associated with winning programs.
Head coaches and the pervasiveness of their roles within the athletics organization can
serve as an important impetus to department operations, including generating revenues and
fundraising from various stakeholders. Schroeder (2010) indicates that intercollegiate athletic
programs elicit strong emotions from students, fans, alumni and boosters. These groups
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transform their passions into powerful values and ideologies that ultimately become entangled
into the economic factors of operating an athletics department. Athletics administrators are
subsequently tasked with making difficult decisions, including changing head coaches, therefore
must consider the organizational consequences from change at these critical positions.
Lewin’s three-step model is regarded by many as the classic approach to managing
change (Cumming et al., 2016), thus, it will be used to theorize the processes and steps in which
athletics departments execute change within individual programs. Lewin believed that behavior
is a function of the group environment; therefore, effectively changing head coaches will lead to
new group dynamics and cultures within specific programs. Moreover, altering the equilibrium
by changing a coach could thereby impact the organization at large, particularly with regards to
fundraising from alumni and key stakeholders.
Organizational Change and Philanthropy in Intercollegiate Athletics
A change in leadership within an organization can cause tensions and uncertainties
associated with the change, which create a shift in performance of employees (Grusky, 1960,
1963, 1964, as cited in Forsythe, 2015). The performance of head coaches and their programs are
central components to the athletics organization due to the financial model of intercollegiate
athletics. Weisbrod et al. (2008) states the financial stakes in college athletics have soared as
interest has increased, as commercial marketing techniques have become more sophisticated, and
as television and the internet have enormously expanded audiences.
Ko et al. (2014) states that athletics programs function on multimillion-dollar budgets
partially funded through ticket sales, licensed merchandise, and television rights. However, he
indicates donations from alumni and boosters can account for the most substantial portion of
many athletic budgets. While sports such as football and basketball serve as significant sources
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of revenues, head coaches of programs can contribute to an organizations financial viability by
influencing philanthropy. The important role of head coaches within the organization and their
visibility to stakeholders place them in a key position to engage interest and directly or indirectly
encourage donor support.
Lewin’s model for managing change can be vital for athletics departments since it
provides an understanding into the processes of organizational change within an individual team,
while also contributing to the economics of the organization at large. The processes of
unfreezing a program of old behaviors, implementing change with a new head coach, and
refreezing new norms can be met with numerous outcomes on fundraising for the organization.
This study will utilize Lewin’s theory to analyze the relationship between organizational change
at the head coach position and donations made to the University of Mississippi athletics
department following such change.
Review of Literature
The literature review explores three key themes which deliver context for the study. The
first theme provides background on intercollegiate athletics in higher education, including the
history, role, and business of intercollegiate sports. The second theme addresses philanthropy in
intercollegiate athletics by explaining theories on philanthropy, as well as factors that impact
donations, tax incentives to donate, and donor giving programs. The third theme describes the
role of head coaches in intercollegiate sports, which details escalating salaries, increased
expectations from stakeholders, and change at the head coach position.
Intercollegiate Athletics in Higher Education
The first theme centers on intercollegiate athletics in higher education, which, due largely
to the visibility and commercialization of sports, has magnified its role on many campuses across
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America. To better understand the role of contemporary athletics in higher education, it is helpful
to first have historical context. The subsequent overview highlights the history of intercollegiate
athletics in higher education, followed by a discussion on the role of intercollegiate athletics and
its growth into a multibillion-dollar business.
History of Intercollegiate Athletics
Vanover and DeBowes (2013) state that the evolution of intercollegiate athletics from
intramural activities into the multibillion-dollar enterprise that exists today did not occur without
changing institutional perceptions. The latter half of the 19th Century witnessed the rise of
intercollegiate competition, first, between the Harvard and Yale rowing organizations in 1852, a
baseball series in 1868, and football games between years 1872-73. The formalized effort to
structure events led to numerous contests amongst other schools and sports, which expanded
competition nationally into the early 1900’s.
As intercollegiate competition evolved, the health and safety of student-athletes began to
generate national attention in 1905 after football reported 18 student-athlete deaths. The
challenges regarding safety in athletics and the absence of an organizational model inspired
President Theodore Roosevelt to support the creation of the Intercollegiate Athletic Association
of the United States, which in 1910 was renamed the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) (Smith, 2000).
The next two decades of the 1900’s marked a time in which institutions invested into
athletics facilities, particularly expansive football stadiums to attract fans and students by the
tens of thousands. Thelin (2011) indicates the decisions to build such large stadiums at colleges
and universities across the United States after World War I indicated the American public was
interested in higher education as a whole, but also the extracurricular activities of athletics. The
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idea of constructing massive stadiums to hold more fans was symbolic of the time period for
creating a monumental experience on a university campus. The movement of football in higher
education also indicated a massive transformation of the access and experience of attending an
institution.
The Golden Age. Interest in intercollegiate athletics stalled in the 1930’s due to the
Great Depression, yet, it reignited quickly in the 1940’s under what is labeled as the Golden Age
of higher education (Thelin, 2011). One reason for an increase in interest was the access to
higher education following World War II on the part of all segments of society, largely through
government support for returning military personnel to attend college, which expanded public
interest even more dramatically than it had in the past (Smith, 2000). Intercollegiate sports
continued to evolve and college administrators felt that athletic success attracted money from the
state, alumni and other donors (Miller, 2003). Institutions invested to expand stadiums, attract
fans, and garner national status, which would assist in catapulting their reputation to the forefront
of American education.
Another significant catalyst for growth in intercollegiate sports in the 1940’s was
advancements made in broadcast television and the increasing commercial viability of sports
broadcasts. Former NBC director Harry Coyle said, "What some people forget is that television
got off the ground because of sports. Today, maybe, sports need television to survive, but it was
just the opposite when it first started. When we put on the World Series in 1947, heavyweight
fights, the Army-Navy football game, the sales of television sets just spurted" (Rondinone, 2013,
p. 17). Whannel (2009) stated that television transformed sport into a set of commodified global
spectacles, producing huge audiences and massive new sources of income. Sport in turn provided
television with an endless supply of major spectacular events and an enduring form of
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pleasurable and popular viewing. The mutually beneficial relationship also marked an important
development, as the revenues from television contributed to athletics programs ability to begin
supporting themselves as an entity within the institution.
Commercialization and Expansion of Intercollegiate Athletics. The surge in
viewership caused more colleges and universities to start athletics programs, while others
expanded existing programs, in an effort to respond to increasing interest in intercollegiate
athletics (Smith, 2000). The visibility of athletics over the next several decades, specifically
football and basketball, provided the opportunity for institutions to generate both exposure and
revenues through television. Mitten et al. (2009) state that from the mid to the late 20th Century,
athletics departments became significant revenue generators, of which many divorced from the
control of university physical education departments. Money, usually tied to winning programs,
became the driving force in athletic departments, and the fate of university presidents sometimes
hinged on the fortunes of their institutions athletic teams.
The growth of women’s participation in intercollegiate athletics was another important
development for expanding athletics during the last two decades of the 20th century since,
initially, the NCAA was considered a men’s organization. In alignment with the Title IX of the
Education Amendments Act of 1972, the objective of the policy was to require the establishment
of procedures to ensure increased opportunities for women to participate in competitive athletics
(Pacey, 1982). The implementation of Title IX had a dramatic impact on women and the NCAA,
as the percentage of women participating in college sports grew from 15% in 1971-72 to 43% in
2001 (Bell, 2008). The effect of Title IX not only benefited the growth of women in sports, but it
also advanced public interest in intercollegiate athletics by expanding to both genders.
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Intercollegiate sports in higher education grew significantly into the 21st century,
essentially due to the continued popularity of football and men’s basketball and the revenue
opportunities associated with these sports. While revenue programs were especially visible, the
overall interest and growth of intercollegiate athletics expanded across all sports. Opportunities
for male and female student-athletes to compete at NCAA colleges and universities increased
entirely, as a record-setting 494,992 students competed in NCAA championship sports in the
2017-18 academic year. As of 2018, there were 10,586 women’s teams that competed in NCAA
championship sports, compared with 9,159 men’s teams (Schwarb, 2018).
Intercollegiate Athletics in the 21st Century. The expansive growth of college athletics
demonstrated significant interest in intercollegiate sports in higher education. College athletics
grew into a billion-dollar enterprise in the 21st Century and involved not only institutions of
higher education, but also television networks, apparel manufacturers, advertisers from all
sectors, and above all, millions of fans and donors (Weiner, 2009). Mitten et al. (2009) indicate
the commercialization of intercollegiate sports continued to grow, largely in response to the
enormous popularity of football and men’s basketball and the consequent multimillion-dollar,
revenue generating potential of these sports. These important revenue streams, particularly
within the last decade, have contributed immensely to the full-fledged business in which
intercollegiate athletics has become.
The commercialization of these sports has stimulated countless conversations regarding
the role of intercollegiate athletics on college campuses. The highly contentious debate centers
on participation in sports, which has historically been linked to colleges and universities under
the premise that participation serves an educational function and supplements the mission of
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higher education (Flowers, 2009). This topic has been argued since the early 1900’s and, still
today, has yet to reach a conclusive resolution across many colleges and universities.
Role of Intercollegiate Athletics in Higher Education
The relationship between academics and athletics has traditionally been a point of
contention in higher education. Vanover and DeBowes (2013) note the same questions asked
today about the place of intercollegiate athletics were of concern to previous generations as well.
Some argue that intercollegiate athletics complements and supports the mission of higher
education, while others suggest aspects of intercollegiate athletics serve as a distraction from the
academic mission.
Brand (2006) states that the list of criticisms for intercollegiate athletics is long, from the
exploitation of student-athletes to overpaid coaches, from the unfairness of limited opportunities
for women students and minority coaches to performance-enhancing drug use. Many that oppose
big time intercollegiate athletics claim they are expensive luxuries and drain resources from
academic programs (Grimes & Chressanthis, 1994). The central criticism, however, is that sports
on campus distort the mission of institutions of higher learning (Brand, 2006).
Those in support of athletics argue that college sports can promote an institution through
the value of visibility, positive exposure, and pride all having an impact on alumni who are
prospective donors (Barnes, 2017). Mitten et al. (2009) state in an extremely competitive higher
education market, academic leaders increasingly use sports as a catalyst and means to attract
faculty and larger incoming classes, generate more donations and bigger endowments, and
enhance the schools overall branding and prestige. Furthermore, a study at the University of
Pennsylvania found the top-ranked reason colleges have athletic programs was to enhance an
institutions reputation (Perna, 2014).
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Impact of Intercollegiate Athletics. Regardless of one’s position when it comes to the
role of intercollegiate athletics in higher education, the topic has produced countless discussions
regarding its impact on campuses. One of the earliest reports on its controversial role was in
1929 when the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching issued a 350-page
document detailing the commercialization of college athletics. Titled American College
Athletics, the report sought to answer questions regarding organized sport within the university,
as well as how college students playing football could find the time or the money to maintain
such a costly display for popular entertainment (Carvalho & Baker, 2019). The disparaging
report outlined the intense training regiments of athletes, involvement of coaches and recruiting,
and most notably, how the contests were becoming highly profitable enterprises (Clotfelter,
2009).
The Carnegie report received front-page coverage on the New York Times; yet, the
public disgracing of intercollegiate athletics resulted in limited change. The era of broadcast
television followed in the 1940’s and dominated the next several decades, which contributed to
enormous visibility for athletics. The exposure from television ultimately benefited institutions
as a whole through exposure and brand recognition. An example of such benefit was in 1974
when the Boston College football team upset the University of Miami in the Orange Bowl after
quarterback, Doug Flutie, threw a touchdown pass of 48 yards and won the game. The final play
of the televised game was considered one of the top 25 defining moments in the hundred-year
anniversary of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) (Feinstein, 2016).
Boston College, a small, private institution located in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, saw
applications to attend the school over that two-year period increase by 30 percent, while
donations poured in to the institution. The Flutie Effect, as it was called, fascinated colleges
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across the country on how exposure from athletics could potentially impact both applications and
donations for the institution. Colleges became enamored with the idea that media exposure from
athletics could produce a larger, better applicant pool, which would improve the school’s
academic standing and encourage proud alumni to donate (Feinstein, 2016).
According to Feinstein (2016), various schools trumpeted a Flutie Effect when
application surges followed athletic success. For example, Georgetown University saw a 45
percent rise in applicants between 1983 and 1986 after its men’s basketball team reached the
Final Four three times, winning the national championship in 1984. When Northwestern
University won the Big Ten football championship in 1995, student interest increased 21 percent.
Later in the 1990’s, when Gonzaga University’s men’s basketball team made the NCAA Elite
Eight in 1999, the school saw annual donations jump from $9.7 million in 1997 to $16 million in
2000. Gonzaga President, Thayne McCulloh, later acknowledged athletics visibility in basketball
had been a major factor in terms of people’s awareness of the university (Kramer, 2017).
For many schools, the visibility of athletics contributed to the institutions reputation and
the overall interest it generated from alumni and supporters. Schools subsequently fundraised
and invested large sums of money into athletics facilities in order to attract more alumni and fans
to visit campus. This period in the early 2000's produced a construction boom across
intercollegiate athletics, which was highlighted by athletics departments spending more than $15
billion between 1995 and 2005 to upgrade existing and build new facilities (King, 2005 as cited
by Weiner, 2009).
One of the most prominent stadium upgrades was in 2006, when Oklahoma State
University donor, T. Boone Pickens, donated a then record $165 million to renovate the football
stadium. Then Oklahoma State president, David Schmidly, celebrated the donation as a victory
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for the entire campus. He said, "It'll impact the whole university. It'll make it easier for us to
recruit students, it'll help us recruit faculty. Every aspect of the university is going to benefit
from this" (Associated Press, 2006, para. 7). Pickens shared that his gift would help Oklahoma
State become a better school academically by doing better athletically, including a smarter and
deeper applicant pool of students (Feinstein, 2016).
According to Young (2012), many studies over the years have found correlations
between athletic success and positive effects such as an increase in alumni giving, but they have
been criticized for creating a cause-and-effect relationship that could actually be operating in the
reverse. Some scholars consider colleges' athletics programs could be flourishing because of
increased donations, instead of the other way around. Martinez et al. (2010) states that disparate
research designs and conflicting results have left researchers lacking the ability to confidently
comment on how athletic programs influence donors to higher education. Thus, any definitive
results from the impact of intercollegiate athletics on institutions are inconclusive.
Business of Intercollegiate Athletics
While collective support for college sports has long remained constant, the nature and
size of the industry has dramatically changed in recent decades (Murphy, 2017). Greenberg
(2008) states the business of college sports has become a big-business, a sophisticated business
wherein the athletic directors oversee multimillion-dollar licensing deals, integrated
sponsorships, apparel contracts, preferred seating, seat licensing programs, and cable and
television contracts. The widespread commercialization of college athletics in the 21st century
heightened the debate on the role of intercollegiate athletics, especially as total revenue
generated among all NCAA athletics departments reached $10.3 billion in 2018 (NCAA, 2020b).
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One of the foremost contributing factors of college athletics becoming an enormous
revenue-generating enterprise was through the transformation of its structure. The development
began in the early 2000’s and eventually produced the Power Five model that exists today, which
has led to a seismic shift in revenue generation, spending, and competitive excellence across
college athletics.
Forming the Power Five Conferences. Intercollegiate athletics competition has existed
for more than a century; however, the structure of competition between schools, conferences and
divisions has continuously evolved. The highest level of NCAA competition is at the Division I
level, which subdivides more than 350 member schools based on their level of football
sponsorship. The 130 schools that participate in football bowl games belong to the Football Bowl
Subdivision (FBS), while the 127 institutions that do not qualify for bowl games compete in the
NCAA-run football championship and belong to the Football Championship Subdivision (FCS).
The remaining members at this level do not sponsor Division I varsity football. Division I
schools generally have the biggest student bodies, manage the largest athletics budgets and offer
the most generous number of scholarships (NCAA, 2020c).
Transformation in the structure of Division I athletics began in the early 2000’s when the
top half of Division I members in the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) began exponentially
growing their annual revenues through television, ticket sales and donations. The 64 schools at
the top of the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) level which generated the largest revenues
competed in five conferences: the Southeastern Conference (SEC), Big Ten, Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC), Big 12, and the Pacific Conference (Pac-12). Significant monetary growth
quickly developed when television networks began working with these conferences to
exclusively broadcast their games and content. The Big Ten was the only conference at the time
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to have a dedicated television network, which launched in 2006, until the SEC announced in
2013 that they would create a conference network (Solomon, 2013).
The launch of the SEC Network changed the landscape of college athletics, as the
decision came on the heels of the top five conferences already wanting to invest more revenues
into student-athletes, but knew it would contribute to inequality amongst the remaining Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) conferences. Furthermore, beginning in 2014, a new College Football
Playoff format was set to replace the Bowl Championship Subdivision (BCS) championship
game as the new system for determining a national champion. According to Dosh (2014), the
new College Football Playoff projected to add significant revenues for the five conferences.
The revenue growth across these core conferences served as the catalyst for forming a
new level of competition. From 2004 to 2014, the combined income of 48 public athletic
departments in the five major conferences increased from $2.67 billion to $4.49 billion. During
that ten-year period, the median athletic department saw earnings grow from $52.9 million to
$93.1 million (Hobson & Rich, 2015). The new College Football Playoff format would distribute
each of the conferences a baseline payout of $50 million in the first year of a 12-year contract,
which almost doubled the $27.897 million from the former Bowl Championship Series (BCS)
structure. The five conferences would also have the opportunity to receive additional payouts
based on academic and athletic performances, which could generate millions more to
conferences and schools (Schroeder, 2014).
The collective revenues from television networks and the new College Football Playoff
signified the five preeminent conferences were competing and operating at the highest level in
college athletics. Carter (2016) indicated that in total, the SEC, ACC, Big Ten, Big 12 and Pac12 conferences combined for approximately $2.1 billion in revenue during 2014-15, up nearly
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$520 million from the previous year. The cumulative revenues generated amongst the
conferences amounted to a 33 percent increase from the year before and more than a 100 percent
increase from the $1 billion generated from 2010-11.
New (2014) states that the five conferences achieved their goal when, in August of 2014,
the NCAA Division I Board of Directors passed legislation creating a new model giving the five
conferences from the SEC, Big Ten, ACC, Big 12, and PAC-12 the autonomy to create their own
legislation separate from the other conferences at the Football Bowl S level. The new model
placed the top 64 teams from what would now be called the Power Five conferences, as well as
the University of Notre Dame, in a position to significantly invest into their programs and
athletic departments. The NCAA passing the Power Five model confirmed that the top schools
were entering into a league of their own regarding resources and expectations. Bob Bowlsby, the
Commissioner of the Big 12 conference said, “The rules and the changes that might be made are
an attempt to be permissive, but they’re also intended to take into account the fact that those 65
schools are largely the face of what most people know as college athletics” (Ellis, 2014, para.
12).
The restructured Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) level now consists of the 130 most
competitive programs in the country and are divided into two tiers: the Power Five conferences
and the Group of Five conferences. The Power Five is made up of the 65 schools across five
conferences that serve as the wealthiest in intercollegiate athletics (New, 2014), while the
remaining 65 institutions are classified in the Group of Five conferences, which consists of the
American Athletic, Conference USA, Mid-American, Mount West, and Sub-Belt, plus
independents (McMurphy, 2016). The classification of these two tiers has contributed to new
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pinnacles of money across college sports and, ultimately, an ultra-competitive environment in
which Power Five schools are spending and generating revenue at record levels.
Power Five Conference Revenues. Forming the Power Five conferences created a new
level of competitive excellence across intercollegiate athletics. The massive growth in revenues
positioned the 65 athletics departments to spend even more competitively in various areas,
including facility upgrades, performance training, and the student-athlete experience. The record
levels of revenues, which were paired with increased spending, also created a win now culture
amongst the elite (Dellenger, 2020).
The catalyst for such expectations stemmed from the monumental advances in money, as
from 2004 to 2018, NCAA revenue exploded from $3 billion to $14 billion (Jenkins, 2020).
Multimedia rights and conference revenues, in part, have afforded Power Five athletics
departments the opportunity to spend rampantly. According to Carter (2019), the sustained surge
in revenue growth, which is the result of media rights deals that continue to grow ever more
lucrative, feeds a college athletics enterprise that, for the richest schools, at least, shows no signs
of slowing.
The lucrative money from conference distributions marked an all-time high when Power
Five conferences recorded more than $2.9 billion in combined revenue in 2019. The aggregate
revenue total for the five conferences represents an increase of more than 6 percent than the
previous year. Adjusted for inflation, the combined annual revenues have increased by more than
$1.2 billion over the last five years. Each conference awarded the following distributions to
member schools based on individual conferences revenue sharing model: $55.6 million (Big
Ten), $45.2 million (SEC), $38.2 million-$42 million (Big 12), $27.6 million-$34 million
(ACC), and $32.2 million (Pac-12) (Berkowitz, 2020a).
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Ticket revenues and donations also contributed immensely to school’s bottom lines.
Berkowitz (2020b) states that 19 schools, or almost 30 percent of all Power Five athletics
departments, reported ticket revenues of at least $20 million in 2019, including 11 whom
generated more than $30 million. Collectively, all Power Five public schools reported
approximately $1 billion in football ticket revenues. Donor contributions, which is another top
source of revenue for Power Five athletic departments, made up, on average, 24.2 percent of
total revenues (NCAA, 2020b).
In total, 40 public athletic departments in the Power Five conferences generated more
than $100 million in revenues in 2019, predominantly from conference distributions, ticket sales
and donations, while the top 3 schools surpassed $200 million. The record setting mark in
revenues was met comparably with expenditures, as 39 of the 40 schools had expenses greater
than $100 million in the same year (Berkowitz, 2020c). Extensive spending on upgrading
facilities and luring top coaches was done to keep pace across the competitive landscape of
athletics. Mitten (2000) states the pressure to win generated fierce competition among
universities to fund winning programs, including recruiting and coaches, to fully exploit their
products in order to maximize fan and booster support that leads to more revenue and exposure.
According to Barnes (2017), intercollegiate athletics has grown into a multibillion-dollar
business where increasing revenue is critical for providing an outstanding student-athlete
experience, improving the sustainability of programs, and positioning teams for competitive
success. The advancements made in fundraising by many athletics departments at the Power Five
level have progressed to where donor contributions serve as an important part of their funding
model. To that end, philanthropy has developed into a dynamic source of revenue to help meet
the escalating costs of competing across intercollegiate athletics.
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Philanthropy in Intercollegiate Athletics
The second theme of the literature review centers on philanthropy in intercollegiate
athletics. Koo and Dittmore (2014) state the success of intercollegiate athletics has been used as
a powerful communication tool that increases good publicity and enhances the university profile,
which could in turn result in favorable private giving. Donors to athletics departments, often
referred to as boosters, are critical to financially supporting athletic programs and facilities at an
institution. Boosters can support teams and athletic departments through donations of time and
financial resources, which help student-athletes succeed on and off the playing field. These
donors are described as representatives of the institution’s athletic interests, and include anyone
who has provided a donation to obtain season tickets or financial contributions to an athletics
department, amongst other avenues for promoting athletics at the institution (NCAA, 2020a).
Philanthropy from donors has continued to increase in importance, especially as many
schools are challenged to meet the growing costs of intercollegiate athletics. Gormley (2014)
states athletics departments within universities are in need of significant charitable dollars to
provide funds for student-athlete scholarships, coaches’ salaries, recruiting budgets, team travel
and equipment, and upgraded facilities. In recent years, athletics departments have had success in
raising funds through philanthropic giving, with the development departments cultivating
donations that assist in funding these programs (Strode, 2006).
Successful fundraising efforts from athletics departments resulted in $1.2 billion in
athletics donations in 2015. The $1.2 billion figure demonstrates that gifts to athletics had nearly
doubled from 2005, which highlights the rapid increase in athletics fundraising across the nation
(Wolverton & Kambhampati, 2016). The fundraising total would reach $1.6 billion in donations
across all sports in 2018 (Novy-Williams, 2020). The growth in donations confirmed the
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importance of philanthropy and the benefits it provides to athletics departments. It also signified
schools’ dependence on philanthropy since, in 2018, donor contributions across all Power Five
athletics departments were, on average, 24.2 percent of their total revenues (NCAA, 2020b).
Burchette (2013) states that understanding the general motivational tendencies of
intercollegiate athletic donors while identifying and understanding specific motivational factors
that influence each constituent group can be an invaluable tool for fundraising. According to
Popp et al. (2016), research on athletics fundraising is particularly significant because college
athletics administrators are facing increasing pressure to deliver results. Therefore, these athletics
administrators and fundraising professionals are commonly examining theory to better
understand donors to more effectively cultivate relationships and fundraise.
Theories of Philanthropy in Intercollegiate Athletics
The importance of philanthropy in intercollegiate athletics has led to various studies
regarding altruism amongst donors. Considerable literature on philanthropy encompasses
theories relating to the motivations behind donor behavior and constituent groups whom support
athletics. Meyer (2019) states that an entire branch of research has formed athletic donor
motivation scales and examined factors that influence donations to major Division I athletics
departments.
Tsiotsou (2007) states that, across literature, a plethora of motives for donating to
athletics have been identified, including: tax deductions, priority seating, professional and social
contacts, special parking, attendance of athletics events, the quality of a university’s academic
and athletic programs, priority on tickets for away games and bowl games, and a successful
football team. The literature suggests that various schools of thoughts have emerged in
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identifying donor motivation over the last few decades, particularly theories related to
psychological needs and motivations (Tsiotsou, 2007).
In a 2006 study, Strode utilized McClelland’s Theory of Needs while studying donor
motives to intercollegiate athletics programs. McClelland’s Theory suggested that human
motivation can be broken down as motive to satiate three desires. According to Strode (2006),
the first is affiliation, as people desire to be part of a social group and develop relationships. The
second desire is for achievement, which individuals tend to seek situations where successful
outcomes are likely. The third desire of McClelland’s Theory is the need for power, referring to
the need of people to seek control over others as well as organizational processes. McClelland’s
Theory aligned with uncovering key reasons that lead to athletics giving, as well as the role of
identification in the process of donating.
Ko et al. (2014) also examined donor motivation to intercollegiate athletics programs.
The study used a framework known as ERG Theory, which categorized human needs into three
core areas: existence, relatedness and growth. According to Caulton (2012), the ERG Theory is a
motivational construct with understanding factors that contribute to individual human behavior.
Such understanding is important for athletics departments to recognize and improve donor
relations. Ko et al. (2014) used the theory as a guide to fill the gap on donor motivation by
discovering key motives that result in giving to athletics. Notably, Ko et al. listed power as one
of eight motivating influences for donating. Power was defined as an intrinsic motive to
participate in decision-making processes to improve organizational performance and ranked
fourth as a motive for giving. The study highlighted that the most selected answer from donors
within the motive of power was ‘It is important for me to have opportunities to shape the
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direction of the department.’ Ko’s research exhibited that, to many donors, having influence on
the athletics organization is a key motive for donating.
Additional studies by Barnes (2017) and Popp et al. (2016) both used Social Identity
Theory to research ways in which athletics donors and fans identify themselves. Social identity
theory posits that, in many social situations, people think of themselves and others as group
members, rather than as unique individuals (Ellemers & Haslam, 2012). People tend to classify
themselves and others into various social categories, such as organizational membership,
religious affiliation, gender, and age cohort (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). Barnes (2017) states that
intercollegiate athletics includes numerous subgroups, as well, including coaches, studentathletes, donors and season ticket holders, among others. The theory utilized donor perspectives
and fan identification to categorize groups to better understand motivations for support.
Theories regarding motivation and psychological needs have played an important role in
better understanding philanthropy in intercollegiate athletics. According to Mann (2007),
effective fund-raising strategy, in its formative stages, should be securely grounded in a clear
theoretical foundation. These theories for understanding the motivations of donors, especially
why they give or don’t give, can be critical knowledge for athletics departments as the college
athletics model continuously evolves (Krings, 2015).
Researchers continue to learn regarding donor motivation and philanthropy in
intercollegiate athletics, particularly as it has grown into a dynamic revenue stream for many
schools across higher education. To better understand fundraising activities within an
intercollegiate athletics department, it is important to grasp the fundamentals of raising money in
athletics, including factors that impact donations, tax incentives to donate, and donor giving
programs to athletics.
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Factors That Impact Donations
Ko et al. (2014) states there are a number of factors that can impact fundraising from
alumni and fans. Conventional wisdom suggests that a successful donor program requires
organizational leadership, a culture of philanthropy, and athletic success. In aligning donors with
a successful product, Stephen W. Dittmore, an assistant professor of recreation and sport
management at the University of Arkansas found that Universities that have highly demanded
sports programs may have an easier time raising funds. (Grasgreen, 2012).
Grasgreen’s (2012) research found that factors such as capital campaigns for on-campus
facilities may impact fundraising as well. Capital campaigns, particularly, can make donors feel
more engaged through communications and committees, provide increased ownership of
projects, and ultimately, create a sense of pride for donors to be part of a transformational
initiative (Kihlstedt, 2019). Another factor that can impact giving is a strong or weak economy,
as colleges and universities rank among the most attractive places for donors to direct gifts.
Rooney and Bergdoll (2020) indicate data from the past 64 years shows that during years with
economic growth, general giving increased by 4.7 percent, while in years marked by economic
downturns, the average giving decreased by 0.5 percent.
The role of distinguished and visible head coaches can also play an important factor in
attracting donations from alumni and fans. In the Power Five conferences, where the pressures
and expectations to win are highest, donors’ passion for results may impact their decisions to
donate. According to NCAA President Mark Emmert, “You have to make it clear to donors that
you appreciate their money, but there is very definitely a line,” Emmert says. “What you can’t
have is donors not liking the outcome of a game or a season and saying, ‘Let’s go have a word
with the coach.’” (Feinstein, 2016, para. 15).
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To that end, the role of an intercollegiate athletics head coach has evolved into more than
coaching players and managing staff. Head coaches today are responsible for managing a
number of important relationships and public affairs, including interacting and building
connections with financial supporters of the athletics department. These interactions can include
attending alumni events, meeting with prospective supporters, or granting individual donors with
access to practice and games in order to cultivate or steward donations.
An example of a new head coach and attracting donations to athletics was at Stanford
University in the late 2000’s. The athletics department hired Jim Harbaugh as head football
coach following the 2006 season after seven years without a winning football season.
Harbaugh’s teams incrementally won more games each year during his four years as Stanford’s
head coach, and concluded his final year by winning 12 games and the 2010 Orange Bowl
(Jessop, 2013).
Over a five-year period beginning from when he was hired and led Stanford onto the
national stage, donations to Stanford athletics increased by 53.4 percent and new gifts and
pledges increased by 215 percent (Mayyasi, 2013). Stanford’s hiring of Jim Harbaugh as head
coach resulted in more success for the football team and, subsequently, significant increases in
donations to the athletics department. The scenario demonstrates that a head coach can serve as
an important factor for attracting donor support.
Tax Incentives to Donate
Another key incentive for donors to support intercollegiate programs has been that
athletics departments are part of the institution as a non-profit, tax-exempt organization, which
allows athletics donations to be tax-deductible. In section 170(l) of the Internal Revenue Code
and, specific to athletics, the law allows 80 percent of contributions to universities to be tax-
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deductible, including gifts that give a donor an opportunity to buy tickets to sporting events
(Schmalbeck, 2014). However, effective January 1, 2018, President Donald Trump signed into
law the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, in which the U.S. tax reform bill effectively repealed the rule and
no longer allowed taxpayers the ability to deduct an athletics contribution made exclusively for
the right to purchase athletics tickets (Flahaven, 2018). The new tax law was a considerable
change since most schools require a donation for the right to purchase season tickets and was an
additional incentive for donors to give (Murphy, 2017). Despite the new law legislation, donors
are able to receive a tax-deduction for athletics contributions, as long as the gift does not result in
the right to purchase tickets (IRS, 2020).
The recently implemented tax reform has created additional pressures for athletics
departments, especially for larger schools that generate tens of millions of dollars through annual
fund memberships, which qualify donors to receive football and basketball ticket privileges,
amongst other benefits. For fiscal year 2019, the University of Louisville reported that more than
$19 million of its nearly $38 million collectively raised from donors could be attributed to men’s
basketball privileges. Also in 2019, Auburn University attributed $29 million of $35 million
raised to football ticket benefits, while the University of Washington attributed $20 million out
of $31 million raised to priority for football. The University of Michigan, which seats more than
one hundred thousand fans in its football stadium, attributed $29 million of $35 million in
donations to football benefits (Berkowitz, 2020b). The figures support that, for many schools,
donations to the annual fund associated with tickets are critical for resourcing teams
competitively and positioning programs for success.
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Donor Giving Programs in Intercollegiate Athletics
Athletics departments can incentivize financial support from donors through several types
of giving programs. Three core areas in which donors can support an athletics organization are
the annual fund, major gifts, and sport specific donations.
Annual Fund. Annual fund gifts are donations allocated to an athletics department’s
general fund, which financially supports all areas and operations of the organization. At Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) schools, these yearly gifts are typically tied to providing donors with
ticket privileges for football, basketball, and baseball games and are sometimes referred to as
memberships. The aggregate of donations from members can provide significant levels of money
to the department, particularly for schools whom successfully fill large venues with supporters.
Wolverton and Kambhampati (2016) state that athletic departments fundraising programs
often require donors to make gifts for the opportunity to buy the best seats. Monaghan (as cited
by Barnes, 2017) states colleges have used access to athletics venues to help raise money for
sports programs since the 1970’s. He notes that in exchange for set levels of donations, fans
receive a good view and perks that include reserved parking spots, cushioned chairs, and a tax
deduction. By requiring donors to make donations to the general annual fund in order to purchase
priority season tickets, athletics departments leverage football, basketball and baseball to
fundraise money for the entire organization.
Major Gifts. Major gift donations are another category of giving and can generate
significant levels of revenues for athletics departments. These types of donations are often larger
and considered more substantial compared to annual fund gifts; therefore, are fewer in quantity.
Sargeant et al. (n.d.) defines a major gift donor as an individual or family with the potential to
make a gift which would have a significant impact on the work of a charitable organization.
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Major gifts are commonly commitments beginning at $25,000 and are earmarked by the donor to
support specific capital campaigns, scholarships and endowments, or brick and mortar projects,
such as facility upgrades or building new venues. These donations are often stewarded with
special benefits and, depending on the size of the gift, may be recognized by having the donors
name either on or within an athletics building, or as a named scholarship.
Sport-Specific Donations A sport specific donation is an additional category of giving
and are donations made to support specific sports programs. These gifts can be either large or
small and are limited by the donor to support an individual team, as opposed to a general fund
that supports all athletics department operations. Sport-specific giving is a way for donors to
directly impact the program they are most passionate about and are separate from memberships
for tickets. Whether it is invested in team travel throughout the season, national or international
competition opportunities, or sophisticated training equipment, donor support helps studentathletes and coaches address their needs and pursue championships through sport-specific giving
(Cardinal Athletic Fund, 2020).
The Role of the Head Coach
While executive leaders on campus such as chancellors and athletic directors play an
important role in overseeing an athletics organization, the third theme of the literature review
describes the role of head coaches and their increasingly important position within the athletics
department. These coaches are responsible for overseeing their coaching staff, promoting
academic standards, and administering the day-to-day operations of scheduling, strength &
conditioning, and an atmosphere of compliance (NCAA, 2018). Head coaches also spend
extensive time recruiting prospective student-athletes to attend their schools. Remillard (2014)
states that, in college athletics, the recruiting landscape is influenced by a number of factors, and
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that the stakes and money invested in solidifying quality recruiting classes has created pressures
on institutions and individuals. Thus, recruiting responsibilities have grown exceedingly
important for head coaches and the success of their programs.
Another primary responsibility of head coaches is fostering relationships and mentoring
current student-athletes within their program. A qualitative study by Forsythe (2015) researched
the impact of head coaching change on intercollegiate student-athletes, which included the role
of the head coach and their relationship with the student-athletes. Her study identified several
core themes with regards to head coaches; most notably that the head coaches’ role is essential to
team success, and that the relationship between head coach and student-athlete was a core factor
of the intercollegiate experience. According to Sullivan and Strode (as city by Forsythe, 2015)
coaches are a critical, if not the most important, factor for an athletes motivation. These head
coaches are tasked with building relationships with student-athletes and, ultimately, translating
players intrinsic motivation into performance.
The responsibilities of head coaches and their overall visibility have been amplified in the
21st century due to the rapid rise of intercollegiate athletics as a business. Record setting
revenues and program expectations has made coaching jobs more pervasive to the public. These
coaches participate in alumni and donor events, perform speaking engagements, and foster
connections with constituents that support the athletics department. To that end, three important
developments in the past decade have particularly advanced the role and visibility of head
coaches within the athletics organization: rise in head coaches’ salaries; increased expectations
from important stakeholders; and head coaching turnover.
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Rise in Head Coaches Salaries
Hoffman (2012) states that there is a win-at-any cost ethic that prevails in many of
America’s institutions of higher learning and, as a result, coaches can command high salaries and
lucrative incentives. A basis for paying coaches such excessive salaries is associated with their
potential for winning games, engaging fans, and generating money for the athletics department.
These influences have contributed largely to the exorbitant salaries for head coaches, especially
in the revenue sports of football and basketball. According to Hoffman (2012), head coaches’
influence and authority as the symbolic face of the university can surpass even the president or
trustees. Therefore, competition for these head coaches can be fierce and, for a select few, their
tenure on campus is greater than that of the top faculty.
Tsitsos and Nixon (2012) researched the race across college athletics for compensating
top head coaches. The competition for successful coaches who can elevate athletic programs or
assure their continuing dominance has become intense enough to result in multimillion-dollar
compensation packages for the most sought-after coaches. Tsitsos and Nixon studied if paying
basketball and football coach’s astronomical salaries would equate to a greater height of success
for programs. They found that was not consistently supported; thus, institutions that wanted a
quick pay-off in success from a highly ranked football or men’s basketball program from their
substantial investment were playing a risky game.
Power Five athletics departments, however, continued to spend astronomically on head
coaches under the notion that these positions could result in more wins and increased revenues
for the organization. By 2019, the top ten highest paid head football coaches all made at least $6
million, which was up from $5 million only two years earlier (Crabtree-Hannigan, 2020). In
men’s basketball, the top earning head coach of 2019 was Kentucky’s John Calipari at $9.2
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million, which surpassed Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski by $2 million, whom two years ago was the
highest paid coach at over $7 million. The top six head coaches in college basketball all made at
least $4 million in 2019 (Shapiro, 2019).
Although escalated salaries for head football and men’s basketball coaches were the most
visible, schools invested similarly in head coaches in non-revenue sports. From 2013 to 2018,
head coaches in 23 sports other than football and basketball at public institutions in the Power
Five conferences saw their total compensation increase by 43 percent. The rate of growth for the
same schools paying head coaches in football and basketball was 51 percent (Berkowitz et al.,
2019). The correlation supported that while non-revenue head coaches made significantly less
than their football and basketball counterparts, Power Five athletic departments increased
spending on salaries at a comparable rate to coaches in sports that do not make money.
Berkowitz et al. (2019) research indicates that over a five-year period from 2013 to 2018,
the average compensation for a head coach in softball grew by almost 62 percent, with 11
schools paying more than $400,000, and Oklahoma paying their coach $1.22 million. In baseball,
the average head coach compensation increased from $430,228 to $651,445. In men’s golf, 12
coaches earned a salary of more than $300,000 in 2018, while 17 women’s soccer coaches and
10 men’s soccer coaches received more than $250,000. Furthermore, the average compensation
paid to wrestling coaches increased by 55 percent to $266,000. “Is it a lot of money relative to
football and basketball? No, but in many cases its four and five times what they were making just
a few years ago”, said Chad Chatlos of Ventura Partners, a search firm that annually manages
head coaching searches for non-revenue sports (Berkowitz et al., 2019, para. 23).
Farmer and Pecorino (2010) stated that coaching talent is auctioned, with the most
talented coach going to the team that pays the highest salary. The increased spending from Power
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Five athletics departments to recruit and retain head coaches across all sports consequently led to
higher expectations. These Power Five head coaches are expected to oversee their programs and
student-athletes, engage with important constituents, and deliver a successful product within a
designated timeframe. Driven primarily by their compensation and visibility, the performances
of these coaches have become magnified by constituents that financially support the athletics
department.
Expectations from Stakeholders
The ambitious pursuits of upgrading athletics facilities and compensating coaches bred a
culture of expectations amongst financial stakeholders. These supporters are responsible for, on
average, funding nearly 44 percent of Power Five athletics department revenues through
contributions and buying tickets (NCAA, 2020b). Dellenger (2020) states that more than ever,
outside influences are impacting coaching decisions. Big money donors want not only winning
results for their financial contributions, but also influence. "The world of intercollegiate athletics
has grown indebted to what I call the pseudo-owner," said Rick Neuheisel, former head football
coach at UCLA, Washington and Colorado and now a CBS analyst. "It's basically a sign of the
times. When you are running on a very thin margin, you become in need of great support from
boosters and alumni. The well-heeled of those, if they're the personality that likes to be in
control—which is usually how they got their great fortunes—find themselves wanting to make
decisions" (Couch, 2015, para. 3).
Decisions regarding head coaches in college athletics have influenced donor support for
decades. Thompson (2015) states the people willing to give the most support to college football
programs expect to wield power, especially when it comes to coaching decisions. In 2011, a
University of Connecticut athletics donor asked the school to return his $3 million donation after
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not agreeing with the search process for a new head football coach (Kim, 2011). The Donald W.
Reynold Foundation donated $1.25 million to the University of Arkansas in 2012 after the
school’s courageous leadership to fire then head football coach, Bobby Petrino, after he had an
inappropriate relationship with a female staffer (Harten, 2012). Texas A&M fired and bought out
the remaining contract of head football coach Kevin Sumlin in 2018 in search of more wins. The
Texas school is well known for its deep-pocketed donors and found boosters eager to win to pay
Sumlin’s buyout, while also raising money to hire a new coach (Wilson, 2018).
In 2019, after it was reported that Rutgers University was not going to hire then candidate
Greg Schiano as their new football coach, dozens of donors and season ticket holders publicly
shared their dismay to the media. The masses of Rutgers fans said they would cancel season
tickets, while a number said they were done donating. Booster Doug Dolan said, “I’m giving up
my tickets. I’m giving up all my giving. And I’m taking Rutgers out of my will. We’re really in a
bad situation with the football program. And while it is possible that someone else over time can
fit, Greg (Schiano) is the only person who knows what needs to be done” (Sargeant, 2019, para.
5). After media outlets continued to report Rutgers fans and donor’s public disapproval, the
athletics department eventually reached a contract agreement with Greg Schiano for $32 million
over a period of eight years (Baldwin, 2019).
Dellenger (2020) indicates that, recently, fan attendance has become part of the decisionmaking process for athletics directors keeping or firing head coaches. He states that
administrators are trying to get fans in seats any way they can. That includes renovating their
stadiums to add more premium seating, selling beer at games and, of course, hiring coaches to
win games with exciting offenses. Dellenger (2020) reports that in the past year alone, three
Power Five conference head coaches; Willie Taggert at Florida State, Chad Morris at Arkansas,
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and Joe Moorhead at Mississippi State, were all fired during or after their second year, which
was influenced by significant upheaval from each schools fan base.
The financial contributions from donors and fans have greatly heightened the role of head
coaches due, in part, to increased expectations. Donors may earmark their gift for athletics and
take it away if the program is not successful (Cowen & Seifter, 2018). This approach has
intensified the role of head coaches, as their success or lack of success can potentially influence
revenues to the athletics department. Hence, it is important for athletics leadership to understand
organizational change within the department, especially when considering such change at the
head coach position.
Head Coaching Change in Intercollegiate Athletics
Soebbing et al. (2015) states that one important change in any organization is a change in
leadership, whether it is a board member of a national sport organization, a general manager of a
professional sports team, or a coach for a college or professional sports team. These leadership
changes, particularly for head coaches in college athletics, are becoming more frequent (Heller et
al., 2016). Changes in leadership are often executed by an athletics department firing a programs
head coach; however, scenarios may also include a coach retiring or electing to resign, as
opposed to being publicly dismissed. Johnson et al. (2017) indicates whether it is pressure from
athletic personnel, university administration, alumni, or fans, coaches who struggle to fulfill
expectations can find themselves out of a job.
According to Belzer (2019), Power Five athletics departments employ several hundred
highly skilled workers that, as a whole, contribute to producing in excess of one hundred million
in revenues annually. However, he notes it is important to recognize that the organizational
structure and vast majority of revenues are generated by two sports; football and men’s
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basketball. Therefore, Belzer argues that the head coaches in these two revenue-generating sports
change more regularly compared to other programs in the athletics department. He states that
while a field hockey or tennis coach may be expected to win by nature of their job description,
from a purely economic standpoint, whether they are successful or not makes no difference to the
overall bottom line of the athletics department.
To that point, football and men’s basketball programs experience head coaching change
frequently. Gaines and Nuddelman (2017) indicate the pressures of being a head football coach
in a Power Five conference can result in change once every four to five years, which leaves
college football players experiencing a new head coach at least one time during their career. This
level of turnover for head coaches can vary by conference. McMurphy (2019) states that over a
ten-year period from 2010-2019, Power Five conferences changed football head coaches to the
following extent: Big 12: (15), ACC (20), Pac-12 (22), SEC (24), and Big Ten (25). The two
conferences that experienced the highest level of turnover during the ten-year period, the SEC
and Big Ten, are far and away the richest conferences by per-school revenue allocations (Casillo,
2019).
Men’s basketball programs experience changes in head coaches at a comparable
frequency to football. According to Wittry (2019), the average tenure of Power Five men’s
basketball coaches that were fired in 2019 was 5.3 years. While most head coaches can spend
anywhere between three to eight years at a school, years five and six were recognized as a
decision point among university power brokers. The frequency in turnover speaks to the
expectations, pressure and short leashes that Power Five head coaches can face (Wittry, 2019).
Independent from football and men’s basketball, there is limited research on the tenures
of Power Five head coaches in non-revenue sports. Furthermore, much of the preceding research
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on organizational change at the head coach position has primarily been associated with team
performance or its impact on student-athletes.
Soebbings and Washington (2011) researched the impact of leadership changes on
expectations of organizational performance in athletics. The study provided three theories with
performance outcomes after a leadership change in athletics. The first theory, the common sense
theory, suggests that organizational performance improves after a change in leadership. The
second theory, the vicious cycle theory, stated a decrease in performance follows a leadership
change. The third and final theory is the ritual scapegoat theory, which asserts that no
performance increase or decrease occurs with a change in leadership. The study found that
expectations on organizational performance did not increase until four weeks after the new head
coach began coaching games. The findings imply that people expect it to take a new coach three
weeks to get to know their team in season and implement their own tactics and strategies.
Forsythe (2015) conducted a qualitative study on the impact of head coaching change on
the student-athlete experience. Three major themes that emerged from her research included: (1)
Student-athletes appear to accept head coaching changes, (2) Head coaches are essential to team
success, and (3) The student-athlete coach relationship is the core factor of the intercollegiate
experience. Most notably, in the first theme of student-athletes accepting head coaching changes,
Forsythe found that her subjects, in some form, would acknowledge they understood it was a
business decision by the department to change head coaches.
Heller et al. (2016) researched student-athletes perceptions after a head coaching change,
which found student-athletes were more likely to lose their connectedness to the team if their
head coach was no longer there. The study also found that student-athletes did not feel it was fair
a coach could leave freely, but student-athletes cannot. Therefore, as part of the findings from the
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study, student-athletes also shared a need for increased support from the NCAA when looking to
transfer if the coach who recruited them is no longer part of the program.
The aforementioned studies, amongst other research, demonstrate interest in examining
the impact of head coaching change on both student-athletes and organizational performance.
However, there is limited research regarding the relationship between organizational change at
the head coach position and donations to intercollegiate athletics departments. The limited
knowledge of this topic provides an opportunity to examine the relationship between
organizational change and fundraising, which could prove to be beneficial given the level of
turnover at these positions and the financial structure of athletics departments.
Conclusion
The growth of intercollegiate athletics and the Power Five conferences have transformed
college sports into a more than $10 billion enterprise. Advancements made in revenue generation
have placed an increased importance on philanthropy as a critical source of funding, which can
be influenced by various factors including head coaches. These positions have grown more
visible and pressure-filled, particularly as revenues, salaries and expectations have all risen.
Thus, the unique revenue model of intercollegiate athletics and organizational change of head
coaches can potentially impact the economics of the organization. The next chapter of this
dissertation will address the methodology of the study, including the case study setting, data and
data sources, analysis, ethical considerations, and research questions.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This research will examine the relationship between head coaching change and donations to the
Ole Miss Athletics Foundation, which serves as the fundraising organization for the University
of Mississippi athletics department. This chapter addresses the mode, case study setting, data and
data sources, data analysis, ethical considerations, and research questions of the study.
Mode
A quantitative technique will be used for this study to effectively analyze the numerical
data of donations and identify if a relationship exists between a change in head coach and
contributions to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation. Creswell (as cited by Sukamolson, 2007)
defines quantitative research as a type of research that is explaining phenomena by collecting
numerical data that are analyzed using mathematically based methods (in particular statistics)’.
This quantitative methods approach will result in an objective analysis of the data and findings,
thereby removing any human subjectivity in the research process (Muijs, 2004).
Case Study Setting
The research site for this quantitative case study is the University of Mississippi in
Oxford, Mississippi. Founded in 1848, the flagship university is a four-year public institution
with an undergraduate and graduate enrollment of 20,274 students (OleMiss.edu, 2019). The
university sponsors eighteen varsity sports and competes at the Power Five level as a member of
the Southeastern Conference (SEC). While independent from the university, the Ole Miss
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Athletics Foundation is a tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that serves as the
fundraising association of the athletics department. The mission of the Athletics Foundation is to
provide direct and indirect funding for scholarships, facilities, salaries and other items that
benefit University of Mississippi athletics (Ole Miss Athletics Foundation, 2020). The
organization manages all aspects of athletics fundraising, including annual fund memberships,
major gift programs, and sport-specific donations.
The athletics department has nine game day venues, of which three require fans to donate
in order to purchase priority season tickets. Vaught-Hemingway Stadium can seat up to 64,038
football fans, while the basketball arena, The Pavilion at Ole Miss and, baseball facility, OxfordUniversity stadium, can accommodate up to 9,500 and 10,323 respectively. The six remaining
game day venues can host between 300 and 1,500 fans per contest and do not require donations
or season tickets to attend (OleMissSports.com, 2020a).
The department operated with an annual budget of approximately $117.29 million in
2018-2019. Ticket sales that year for football, men’s basketball and baseball accounted for $22.3
million or 19 percent of athletics department revenues. When combined with the $20.63 million
in contributions for annual giving memberships, which allows donors to purchase priority season
tickets, the total revenue associated with football, basketball and baseball venues equated to
$42.93 million or 36 percent of the overall operating budget (OleMissSports.com, 2020b).
Data
The researcher will examine 60 months of donations over five fiscal years (July 1 to June
30) from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2018 to determine whether a relationship exists between a head
coaching change and donations to the athletics department. The researcher will establish if a
relationship exists and, if so, analyze the nature of the relationship across three donation
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categories: (1) annual fund memberships, (2) major gift commitments to capital projects, and (3)
donations to individual sports programs. Hence, there are three types of data that will be
explored in this study: head coaching change; donation categories; and intervals of time.
Head Coaching Change
Head coaches in Power Five athletics departments are often the most visible figures of
the athletics organization and, in many cases, the institution at large. This is primarily due to
their presence in the local and national media and, in revenue generating sports, coaches’ status
as the highest paid employees on campus. In 2018-2019 alone, the highest-paid public employee
in 40 states was either a college football or basketball coach (Gibson, 2020). Head coaches
participate in alumni and donor events, perform speaking engagements, and foster connections
with important constituents that support athletics. Due to their status within the organization,
these coaches can play a key role in influencing ticket sales, fan interest, and donations to the
athletics department.
The process of changing head coaches can occur several different ways, albeit, the
ultimate outcome is change within the organization. As stated in Chapter 2, a head coaching
change can happen for various reasons, including a coach retiring or accepting a new job, being
fired, or a coach may elect to resign as opposed to being publicly dismissed. The end result for
the organization is a change within the individual program and the implementation of a new head
coach.
There were ten total head coaching changes in the University of Mississippi athletics
department from fiscal year 2014 to fiscal year 2018. During that period, fifteen of eighteen
varsity programs experienced a new head coach, including eight women’s teams and seven
men’s teams. The men’s and women’s cross-country and track and field teams have one head
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coach for all six programs, which experienced a change. The nine other programs that
experienced a head coaching change were volleyball, softball, men’s tennis, women’s golf,
men’s golf, women’s rifle, football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball. There were no
head coaching changes in baseball, women’s soccer, and women’s tennis; therefore, those
programs were not included in the study.
Donation Categories
Athletics departments can attract financial support from donors through various forms of
giving. This study will research donations to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation across the
following three categories: (1) annual fund memberships associated with tickets, (2) major gift
commitments for capital projects, and (3) sport-specific donations to individual programs.
Annual Fund Memberships Associated with Tickets
The first category the researcher will analyze is the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation’s
annual fund program, which has nine levels of membership beginning at $50 and increases up to
$25,000 (Ole Miss Athletics Foundation, 2020). These annual memberships require donors to
make unrestricted donations to the athletics department’s annual fund in order to purchase
priority season tickets to revenue generating sports, which include football, basketball and
baseball games. Annual fund memberships also provide donors with a number of other benefits,
including post-season and away game tickets, facility tours and invitations to donor events. The
researcher will analyze this data based on total dollars donated and total number of donations
each month over the five-year period, while identifying key months and years that a head
coaching change was made in football and men’s basketball.
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Major Gift Commitments for Capital Projects
The second category the researcher will analyze is the major gifts program associated
with the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation, which is named the ‘Vaught Society’. The Vaught
Society has six levels of major gift commitments beginning at $25,000 and increases up to $1
million or more. The major gifts program is separate from annual fund memberships for tickets
and, since 2009, has designated all major gift commitments to support facility projects part of a
$200 million capital campaign titled Forward Together (Ole Miss Athletics Foundation, 2020).
Vaught Society donors receive additional priority points for major gift commitments,
which improve their donor priority and access to revenue generating sports in football, basketball
and baseball. Additionally, depending on the size of the gift, major gift donors may be honored
with naming recognition inside or outside of a building. The researcher will analyze this data
based on the total dollars committed and total number of commitments each month over the fiveyear period, while identifying key months and years that a head coaching change was made in
football and men’s basketball.
Sport-Specific Donations to Individual Programs
The third category the researcher will analyze will be sport-specific donations. Each
varsity sports team at Ole Miss has an individual fundraising account within the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation into which donations can be received and used at the head coach’s
discretion. These restricted contributions are earmarked by donors to individual teams and may
not be applied to annual fund memberships or the Vaught Society. It is important to note that of
all the programs which experienced a head coaching change, the men’s and women’s cross
country and track and field programs share one fundraising account (Ole Miss Athletics
Foundation, 2020). The researcher will analyze this data based on the total dollars donated and
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total number of donations to the fifteen teams’ fundraising accounts each month over the fiveyear period, while identifying key months and years that a head coaching change was made.
Intervals of Time
Monthly intervals of data from the three donation categories will be examined since the
athletics department’s sports programs do not compete during the same months of the year. A
head coaching change can effectively occur any month during the athletics departments fall,
winter, or spring seasons. Therefore, monthly intervals will provide the largest data set to extract
meaningful statistics and other characteristics of data.
As part of the theoretical framework used for the study, the researcher will apply Lewin’s
change management theory to effectively analyze the relationship between head coaching change
and donations to athletics programs. The researcher will assign three intervals of time to each
stage of Lewin’s change management process. The six-month period leading up to the date in
which the head coach left a program will signify the ‘unfreezing’ stage. Subsequently, the
‘changing’ stage will begin once the new head coach is hired and marks the first six-months of
the new coach’s tenure. The third and final interval is the ‘refreezing’ stage, which will begin at
the conclusion of the changing stage and extend over a period of six-months. The intervals of
time for the three stages span eighteen months in total and will provide a detailed analysis of
donations to the athletics department six-months before and twelve-months after a head coaching
change.
It is important to note that the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation implements specific
timelines for making donations towards annual fund memberships due to its association with
season ticket privileges for football, basketball, and baseball. These donations provide donors
with the right to purchase priority season tickets for forthcoming seasons in each of the three
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sports. Major gift commitments to capital projects and sport-specific donations are not subject to
donation deadlines and can be made during any month of the year. Therefore, monthly intervals
will provide the most comprehensive data to analyze all three categories of giving.
Data Sources
The Ole Miss Athletics Foundation owns and controls all data related to donations made
to support the University of Mississippi athletics department. The Athletics Foundation utilizes
three customer relationship management software systems to manage donor accounts and
donations, including Ellucian Advance, Salesforce, and Paciolan. The data for this study will
specifically be extracted from the Paciolan software system, which effectively records and stores
all donor membership accounts, major gift commitments, and sport-specific donations designated
to individual programs.
The researcher will request, by email, to the Chief Financial Officer of the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation, to provide the data for this specific case study. The researcher will request
data for monthly contributions for annual fund memberships, major gift commitments to the
Vaught Society, and sport-specific donations over a 60-month period beginning July 1, 2013 and
ending June 30, 2018. The monthly data will contain both the number of gifts made and total
dollars received for annual fund memberships and sport specific giving, while data for the
Vaught Society will include number of major gift commitments and total dollars committed each
month.
With regards to collecting data on the frequency of head coaching changes, the researcher
utilized the University of Mississippi athletics website in order to gather and record data on
coaches hired from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2018. The researcher documented ten total head
coaching changes over five fiscal years, including the dates in which a head coach left and when
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the new head coach was announced. During that period, fifteen of eighteen varsity programs
experienced a new head coach, including eight women’s teams and seven men’s teams.
Data Analysis
This study will develop a univariate time series model for 60-months of data and use
descriptive statistics to effectively analyze monthly figures across three donation categories.
McCleary (as cited by Jebb et al., 2015) describes a time series as a set of time-ordered
observations of a process where the intervals between observations remain constant. The main
aim of a time series modeling is to collect and rigorously study the past observations of a time
series to develop an appropriate model which describes the inherent structure of series (Adhikari
& Agrawal, 2012). This model is then used to predict future outcomes by better understanding
the past.
Time series graphs will be used to display the observations for each donation category
over five fiscal years and to analyze important factors to understand the underlying patterns of
data ordered over time. The researcher will use descriptive statistics to describe characteristics of
the data, which will include identifying and explaining patterns, tendencies and seasonality in
donor support. According to Chambers et al. (1971), seasonality can be described as any
regularity or systematic variation in the series of data which happens over certain periods of time
each year.
The time series graphs and use of descriptive statistics will reveal important data which
will show whether a relationship exists between head coaching change and donations to the
athletics department. Further analysis will explore variations in the relationship across types of
sports and categories of giving.
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Athletics Programs
The University of Mississippi athletics department sponsors eighteen varsity programs, of
which, the football, men’s basketball and baseball teams are considered revenue generating and,
financially, self-supporting programs. The remaining fifteen sports teams are not self-sustaining
and are regarded as non-revenue programs since they require supplemental funding from other
sources. The athletics department sponsors a total of eight men’s varsity programs and ten
women’s varsity sports teams. The men’s programs consist of baseball, basketball, cross country,
football, golf, tennis, and indoor and outdoor track and field. The women’s teams are comprised
of basketball, cross country, golf, rifle, soccer, softball, tennis, indoor and outdoor track and
field, and volleyball.
The researcher will examine if a relationship exists between head coaching change and
donations to the athletics department and, if so, if that relationship varies across athletics
programs and categories of giving. During the five-year timeframe of this study, there were no
head coaching changes made in baseball, women’s soccer, and women’s tennis; therefore, those
sports will not be included in this study.
Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations are an important component of any research project. Resnik (2015)
notes that since research often involves a great deal of cooperation and coordination among
many different people in different disciplines, ethical standards promote the values that are
essential to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability, mutual respect, and fairness. Four
ethical considerations are addressed as part of the research design for this study: peer review,
anonymity, data access, and access to the report.
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Peer Review
The first ethical consideration for the study is the importance of peer review and the
critical role reviewers play in ensuring the integrity of scholarly research. The researcher will
receive the data from the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation compiled by giving categories and not
by individual names or donor accounts. No identifiable private information is to be disclosed
which means the study does not require Institutional Review Board approval. However, the
researcher values peer review and, since the Institutional Review Board is not a review source
for this particular study, the researcher is depending on the dissertation committee to provide an
ethical peer review of the research.
Anonymity
The second consideration is that, while no individual donor can be identified in the study,
there are questions on how to manage the anonymity of the institution, which serves as the host
site of the case study. The researcher respects the participation of the institution and consulted
with the organization with regards to their need for anonymity. The organization determined they
did not require anonymity for the study.
Data Access
The third ethical consideration relates to how the researcher will collect the data since he
previously worked at the institution. The researcher could have accessed the data in a number of
ways and at various points given his professional background and relationships with the Ole
Miss Athletics Foundation. To be explicitly ethical, the researcher will obtain the data through
the Athletics Foundation by written request and with the permission of the organization.
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Access to the Report
The fourth and final ethical consideration was the extent to which the host site would
have access to the report. The researcher agreed to share a copy of the report with the Athletics
Foundation at the conclusion of the study; however, the organization will not have editorial
control nor will it be permitted to request changes prior to the research study being published.
This understanding ensures the researcher is transparent with the organization while remaining
committed to publishing accurate and objective research findings.
Research Questions
Two primary research questions were articulated for studying the relationship between
head coaching change and donations to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation. Those questions and
their related hypotheses are identified below:
RQ1: Is there a relationship between head coaching change and donations to the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation?
RQ1 HYPOTHESIS 1: Yes, there is a relationship.
RQ2: If there is a relationship, what is the nature of that relationship?
RQ2 HYPOTHESIS 1: The nature of the relationship varies based on the type of sport
and category of giving.
RQ2 HYPOTHESIS 2: There will be a relationship between head coaching change in
football and men’s basketball and all three categories of giving; annual fund
memberships; major gifts to the Vaught Society; and both teams’ sport-specific
fundraising accounts.
RQ2 HYPOTHESIS 3: Head coaching change in sports other than football and men’s
basketball will result in donations being unaffected.
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Conclusion
This chapter addressed the quantitative research design of the study, identified the
University of Mississippi as the case study setting, and described the three types of data that will
be explored in this study; head coaches, donation categories, and intervals of time. The
researcher will receive access to the data from the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation and articulated
the use of time series modeling and descriptive statistics for analyzing the data. The chapter
concluded by identifying two key research questions: 1) Is there a relationship between head
coaching change and donations to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation? 2) If there is a
relationship, what is the nature of that relationship across types of sports and categories of
giving? The next chapter will present the research findings and summaries from the analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA PRESENTATION

The purpose of this case study is to examine the relationship between head coaching change and
donations to the University of Mississippi athletics department. This chapter presents the study
data using descriptive statistics across three categories of giving and applies Lewin’s change
management theory to analyze the relationship between head coaching change and donations to
athletics programs. The researcher concludes the chapter by answering the research questions
and subsequent hypotheses addressed in the study.
Data and Analysis
There were ten total head coaching changes in the University of Mississippi athletics
department from fiscal year 2014 to fiscal year 2018. The ten head coaching changes over the
60-month period impacted fifteen of eighteen varsity programs, including eight women’s teams
and seven men’s teams. The men’s and women’s cross-country and track and field teams have
one head coach for all six programs, which experienced a change. The nine other programs that
experienced a head coaching change were volleyball, softball, men’s tennis, women’s golf,
men’s golf, women’s rifle, football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball. There were no
head coaching changes in baseball, women’s soccer, and women’s tennis; therefore, those
programs were not included in the results of this study.
The researcher developed univariate time series models for 60-months of data and used
descriptive statistics to analyze monthly figures from three donation categories: 1) annual fund
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memberships associated with tickets, 2) major gift commitments to the Vaught Society for
capital projects, and 3) sport-specific giving to individual programs. The time series graphs
present the results for each donation category over the five-year period while identifying the
month and year a head coaching change was made.
As part of the theoretical framework for this study, Lewin’s three-step model of
unfreezing, changing, and refreezing was applied to examine the relationship between
organizational change at the head coach position and donations to the athletics department. The
researcher thereby assigned three intervals of time to each stage of Lewin’s change management
process. The six-month period leading up to the date in which the head coach left a program
signified the ‘unfreezing’ stage. Subsequently, the ‘changing’ stage began once the new head
coach was hired and marked the first six-months of the new coach’s tenure. The third and final
interval was the ‘refreezing’ stage, which began at the conclusion of the changing stage and
extended over a period of six-months. The intervals of time for the three stages spanned eighteen
months in total and would provide a detailed analysis of donations to the athletics department
six-months before and twelve-months after a head coaching change.
Due to the timing of head coaching change in four of the sports, the researcher utilized
fundraising data from fiscal years 2013 and 2019 to analyze donations six-months before and
twelve-months after a program changed coaches. The women’s volleyball program experienced a
head coaching change in the first half of fiscal year 2014, while the football, men’s basketball
and women’s basketball programs had a change in fiscal year 2018. Therefore, applying Lewin’s
theory to donation categories that included these four teams were accompanied with
supplemental time series graphs and an added fiscal year to complete their analysis. The
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donation categories and programs with additional time series graphs are labeled ‘A’ and ‘B’ with
their corresponding numerical value.
Annual Fund Memberships Associated with Tickets
Annual fund memberships require donors to make unrestricted donations to the athletics
department’s annual fund in order to purchase priority season tickets to revenue generating
sports, which include football, men’s basketball and baseball games. The aggregate of annual
fund memberships is made up of donations tied to seating for each of these three sports, as well
as general memberships, which includes the Rebels25 student program. The Rebels25 program is
designated for University of Mississippi students and requires a $25 donation to the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation in order to purchase season tickets to football games.
The study analyzed annual fund memberships based on total dollars donated and total
number of donations made each month over the five-year period. The researcher first presents
the aggregate of annual fund memberships, which is the sum of all three revenues sports and
general memberships for access to tickets. These time series graphs show unrestricted support to
the athletics department at large, while identifying head coaching change in football and men’s
basketball. Next, the researcher removed donations from the aggregate of memberships that were
tied to baseball seating since the program did not experience a head coaching change. This
allowed the researcher to analyze the aggregate of memberships for football and men’s
basketball and understand how cumulative support compared without baseball memberships.
Lastly, the researcher separately analyzed annual fund memberships tied directly to
football and men’s basketball seating since both programs experienced a head coaching change.
These results demonstrated annual fund support individually for football and men’s basketball
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memberships separate from their aggregate. The month and fiscal year of head coaching change
in football and men’s basketball are noted on each time series graph.
Figure 1A
Aggregate Annual Fund Memberships (Football, Men’s Basketball, Baseball and General
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Figure 1B
Aggregate Annual Fund Memberships (Football, Men’s Basketball, Baseball and General
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Figure 2A
Aggregate Annual Fund Memberships (Football, Men’s Basketball, Baseball, and General
Memberships) Total Dollars Donated FY14 to March FY19
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Figure 2B
Aggregate Annual Fund Memberships (Football, Men’s Basketball, Baseball, and General
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Figure 1A and Figure 1B both showed seasonality in annual fund support from February
to April each fiscal year. The seasonality is a characteristic of a time series in which data
experiences regular and predictable changes that recur every calendar year. The cyclical support
was related to the annual timeline set by the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation in which donors must
make donations to renew their memberships for tickets. The aggregates of both total dollars
donated and total number of donations exhibited extensive growth and consistent peaks of
support during these seasonal periods in FY15, FY16 and FY17. These three fiscal years
displayed the highest points of donations to the annual fund in both total dollars donated and
total number of donations over the five-year period.
Annual fund support in both total dollars donated and total number of donations then
noticeably variates in FY18, which is the same year a head coaching change was made in
football and men’s basketball. The peak of support in FY18 ascended in December due to the
new tax law, which eliminated the ability for donors to deduct donations tied to tickets beginning
in January 2018. The new law thereby stimulated donors to renew their annual fund
memberships by the end of the calendar year for tax purposes. The peak in total dollars donated
in FY18 was less than the three fiscal years prior, though there was a second smaller peak that
followed in March. The results in Figure 1B showed the total number of annual fund donations
in FY18 was particularly subdued compared to the previous three years. There lacked a
noticeable peak in any month as in years past, including in December related to the new tax law.
The data in Figure 1A and Figure 1B showed perceptible variation in annual fund support
the year changes were made in football and men’s basketball. The head coaching change in
football occurred in July and, in the ensuing months, aggregate support remained aligned with
historical giving throughout the fall. Once the new coach was hired in November, there was
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noticeable change in both total dollars donated and total numbers of donations. The annual peak
of donations, which occurred seasonally in February and March, was reduced and occurred in
December due to the new tax law. However, the peak in total dollars donated was followed by a
second smaller peak in March, while an apex in the total number of donations in December was
nominal.
In February of FY18, the men’s basketball program experienced a head coaching change
and a new coach was hired in March. Aggregate support in total dollars donated revealed a slight
rise from February to March, though it again was largely suppressed through June compared to
previous years. The total number of donations during this period in FY18 also decreased
noticeably. There was not a seasonal peak as there had been in years past, and many of the
months declined to their second lowest point within the five-year period of the study. In total, the
aggregate of annual fund support related to all three revenue sports and general memberships
experienced noticeable variations the year head coaching changes were made in FY18. The data
showed there was less continuity in the seasonal peak of total dollars donated in Figure 1A,
which was the same year as the new tax law. There was also a significant decrease in the total
number of donations over the course of the fiscal year shown in Figure 1B.
Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework
The results in Figure 2A and Figure 2B encompassed FY19 data due to the timing of the
head coaching changes in both football and men’s basketball. In the unfreezing stage six-months
prior to a change in football, aggregate support for annual fund memberships was noticeably
strong in both total dollars donated and total number of donations. This period from January
FY17 to June FY17 was highlighted by two peaks in January and March, which totaled more
than $13 million in total dollars donated. The total number of donations in Figure 2B during the
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unfreezing stage also showed noticeably high months of support in March, April and May of
FY17.
The new football coach was hired in November FY18; thus, the changing phase was from
December FY18 to May FY18. There was initially an increase in total dollars donated in
December related to the new tax law, which was demonstrated through an immediate peak in
Figure 2A. During the changing months of football, the men’s basketball coach left in February
and was replaced with a new head coach in March. This changing period experienced a second
smaller peak of total dollars donated in March FY18 and, when combined with the December
peak, aligned with the apex from FY17. However, the most notable variation during the
changing stage was in the total number of donations in Figure 2B. During the six-month period,
there was only a trivial increase in the total number of donations in December FY18 and there
were no peaks in donations through May. The data showed that, while total dollars donated to the
annual fund in FY18 remained comparable to previous years, the total number of donations
subdued in the changing months.
The refreezing stage for the annual fund began at the end of the changing phase and
extended to November FY19 for football and March FY19 for men’s basketball. Annual fund
support through November FY19 remained largely consistent with previous years of nonseasonal giving in total dollars donated and total number of donations. However, in Figure 2A,
the truncated peak in March FY19 contributed to the lowest amount of total dollars donated in a
year since FY15. This was particularly perceptible since February and March were seasonallyhigh peak months for renewing memberships. While total dollars donated during the refreezing
phase in FY19 was noticeably less, Figure 2B showed a slight increase in the total number of
donations in the apex from March FY18.
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The results showed that, the year head coaching changes occurred in FY18, total dollars
donated to the annual fund remained comparable with total dollars donated in FY17. The
cumulative of total dollars donated in FY18 was demonstrated through two separate peaks
related to the new tax law. However, while total dollars donated remained consistent in FY18,
there was clearly declined support in the total number of donations after the coaches were hired.
The data revealed that there were no peaks in the total number of donations in FY18 and that
giving largely subdued.
In FY19, the refreezing stage through March FY19 then showed the lowest amount of
total dollars donated to the annual fund since FY15. The data demonstrated that, while total
dollars donated initially remained consistent in FY18, overall support in total dollars declined
one-year after the head coaching changes. Subsequently, after reaching its lowest point in FY18,
the total number of donations slightly increased in FY19, though it remained significantly lower
compared to FY15, FY16, and FY17.
Next, the researcher then analyzed aggregate annual fund support by removing donations
tied to baseball seating since the program did not experience a head coaching change. By doing
this, the researcher focused exclusively on the two revenue sports that experienced a coaching
change; thereby showing an analysis of how the aggregate of football, men’s basketball and
general memberships contributed to the seasonality and peaks demonstrated in Figure 1A and
Figure 1B.
The time series graphs in Figure 3A and Figure 3B show the aggregate of annual fund
memberships for football, men’s basketball, and general memberships for tickets. The graphs are
followed by Figure 4A and Figure 4B, which show annual fund memberships through March
FY19 to include twelve-months of data after the changes. The results are based on total dollars
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donated and total number of donations each month over the five-year period. The month and
fiscal year of head coaching change in football and men’s basketball are noted on each graph.
Figure 3A
Annual Fund Memberships Less Baseball (Football, Men’s Basketball, and General
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Figure 3B
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Figure 4A
Annual Fund Memberships Less Baseball (Football, Men’s Basketball, and General
Memberships) Total Dollars Donated FY14 to March FY19
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Figure 4B
Annual Fund Memberships Less Baseball (Football, Men’s Basketball, and General
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The time series graphs in Figure 3A and Figure 3B, which removed baseball
memberships from the aggregate, revealed to be near identical to the aggregate graphs in Figure
1A and Figure 1B. These results showed that, while annual giving for baseball tickets
contributed to the cumulative of annual fund support, the total dollars donated and total number
of donations did not noticeably change when baseball was removed from the aggregate. The
results in Figure 4A and Figure 4B, which included FY19 data, demonstrated similarly that there
was not a change in support from the aggregate in Figure 1A and Figure 1B. Thus, additional
analysis using Lewin’s theoretical framework was not required.
Lastly, the researcher analyzed football and men’s basketball annual fund memberships
independent from one another as opposed to the aggregate of each. This allowed the researcher
to analyze memberships for the two revenue sports individually during the period in which they
both experienced a head coaching change. By separating the annual fund memberships from one
another, the researcher was able to present time series graphs without combining components of
memberships, which provided a distinct analysis of support for access to football and men’s
basketball tickets.
The time series graphs below in Figure 5A and Figure 5B show annual fund memberships
which specifically qualify donors to purchase football season tickets. The graphs are followed by
Figure 6A and Figure 6B, which show football annual fund memberships through November of
FY19. The supplemental graphs are included due to the timing of the head coaching change in
November FY18 and are part of the analysis twelve-months after the new coach was hired. The
time series graphs are based on total dollars donated and total number of donations each month
over the five-year period. The month and fiscal year of head coaching change in football is noted
on each graph.
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Figure 5A
Football Memberships Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 5B
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Figure 6A
Football Memberships Total Dollars Donated FY14 to November FY19
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Figure 6B
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In observing the total dollars donated for football memberships in Figure 5A, the data
followed the same variations and peaks that were shown for aggregate memberships in Figure
1A. The singular difference between the aggregate of total dollars donated in Figure 1A and
football memberships in Figure 5A was that football memberships were consistently flat from
July to November. In the aggregate, total dollars donated had a consistent variation of slightly
increasing and decreasing from July to November, but that was not apparent any year in football
memberships.
The year a football head coaching change was made in FY18, the coach left in July and
was replaced in November. The data in Figure 5A showed total dollars donated from July to
November remained consistent with the previous four years of giving. Football memberships
then saw a peak in total dollars donated in December related to the new tax law, which began in
January 2018. Subsequently, total dollars donated from January to June were then largely
subdued compared to previous years with the exception of a second peak in March.
In Figure 5B, the total number of donations for football annual memberships were
noticeably flat and moderated throughout the fiscal year. The number of donations were at its
lowest point in July and remained flat through November as it had in previous years. Most
noticeably in FY18, there was not a peak in the number of donations in December as there had
been with total dollars donated and the new tax law. The total number of donations slightly
increased each month from November to its highest point in March, but the numbers were
noticeably moderated and the annual peak was the lowest of all five fiscal years.
The data in Figure 5A and Figure 5B showed that annual fund memberships for football
tickets experienced variations in support the year a head coaching change was made. The most
prominent distinction in FY18 was the total number of donations and the clear decline in support
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from the number of donors. This was particularly evident by the absence of a peak in the number
of donations that would have been related to the new tax law or the typical seasonality during
annual renewals.
Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework
The results in Figure 6A and Figure 6B encompassed data through November FY19 due
to the timing of the head coaching change in football. In the unfreezing stage six-months prior to
a change, annual support for football memberships were noticeably robust in both total dollars
donated and total number of donations. Similar to the aggregate in Figure 1A and Figure 1B,
total dollars donated during the unfreezing stage from January FY17 to June FY17 was
highlighted by two peaks in January and March, which totaled more than $10 million in total
dollars donated. The total number of donations in Figure 6B during the unfreezing stage also
showed a significant peak in March, which demonstrated to be the second highest peak over the
five-year period.
The new football coach was hired in November FY18; therefore, the changing phase for
football memberships was from December FY18 to May FY18. The data in Figure 6A showed
that total dollars donated during this period peaked once in December and again in March. The
aggregate support in total dollars from the two peaks were comparable with previous years and
memberships. Subsequently, the total number of donations for football memberships during the
changing stage suppressed considerably. There were no peaks in the number of donations and
overall memberships were clearly moderated from December to May.
The refreezing stage for football memberships was then from June FY18 to November
FY19. The data in Figure 6A and Figure 6B showed that this period was typically a low volume
time for renewing annual fund memberships for football. During these months, total dollars
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donated in FY19 was similarly flat and ranked as one of the lower fiscal years in July,
September, October, and November. In Figure 6B, the total number of donations also remained
suppressed as it had in previous years.
The results showed that, the year a head coaching change occurred in football, total
dollars donated specifically for football memberships remained comparable to previous years.
The largest difference in FY18 was that total dollars donated was split between peaks in
December and March. However, the data showed significant declines in the total number of
donations after the new coach was hired during the changing stage. During this period, there
were no peaks in the total number of donations in FY18 and overall support for football
memberships declined.
To complete the analysis between annual fund memberships, the researcher then
exclusively examined men’s basketball memberships for access to tickets. The below time series
graphs in Figure 7A and Figure 7B show annual fund memberships which specifically qualify
donors to purchase basketball seating. The graphs are followed by Figure 8A and Figure 8B,
which show men’s basketball annual fund memberships through March of FY19. The
supplemental graphs are included due to the timing of the head coaching change in March FY18
and are part of the analysis twelve-months after the new coach was hired. The time series graphs
are based on total dollars donated and total number of donations each month over the five-year
period. The month and fiscal year of head coaching change in men’s basketball is noted on each
graph.
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Figure 7A
Men’s Basketball Memberships Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 7B

Total Number of Donations
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Figure 8A

Total Dollars Donated
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Figure 8B
Men’s Basketball Memberships Total Number of Donations FY14 to March FY19
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In Figure 7A, overall support for men’s basketball memberships demonstrated a
consistent variation in total dollars donated from July to November, whereas that period was
regularly suppressed in the aggregate in Figure 1A. The seasonality of spring gifts to men’s
basketball remained similar to the aggregate, which was highlighted by men’s basketball’s
support in the month of March. The significant increase in support after FY14 followed the
opening of The Pavilion at Ole Miss, which was a new basketball arena with club seating
options. The magnitude of the peak in March of FY15 was related to the first-year donors could
donate to qualify for seats in the new arena in FY16.
The men’s basketball team experienced a head coaching change in FY18 when the coach
left in February and was replaced in March. Prior to the change, the first several months of FY18
experienced higher than normal support in total dollars donated compared to the previous four
years. Figure 7A showed that men’s basketball memberships then experienced a peak in total
dollars donated in December due to the new tax law. Following the head coaching change,
donations gradually increased and the month of April reached its highest point in five-years. The
early peak in December combined with the growth into April demonstrated that total dollars
donated stayed consistent throughout the coaching change in FY18.
In Figure 7B, the total number of donations for men’s basketball memberships had
constant variation, which was contrary to the aggregate of annual fund memberships in Figure
1B, but consistent with basketball memberships in previous years. The total number of donations
for men’s basketball seasonally peaked each March with an exception in FY18, which was
related to the new tax law. Following the head coaching change in February, the total number of
donations gradually increased through April before declining in May and June. The peak in
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December combined with the increase through April showed that the total number of donations
stayed consistent throughout the coaching change in FY18.
Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework
The results in Figure 8A and Figure 8B encompassed data through March FY19 due to
the timing of the head coaching change in men’s basketball. The unfreezing stage covered sixmonths of donations prior to the head coaching change; thus, this period was from August to
January in FY18. Total dollars donated for men’s basketball memberships in these months
demonstrated its highest monthly peaks for both September and December. The peak in
December would typically have occurred in March; however, the new tax law encouraged donors
to make their gift in December 2017. Similarly, there was a peak in the total number of donations
in December FY18 before the coaching change occurred.
The new men’s basketball coach was hired in March FY18; therefore, the changing phase
for men’s basketball memberships was from April FY18 to September FY19. The data in Figure
8A showed that total dollars donated during this period increased slightly in April before
decreasing in May and June as it seasonally did. Total dollars donated from July to September in
FY19 showed an increase in support early in the fiscal year, particularly in August where it
reached its highest monthly level across all fiscal years. Similarly, in Figure 8B, the total number
of donations decreased beginning in April but then increased from July to August.
The third stage of refreezing for men’s basketball memberships was from October to
March in FY19. As shown in Figure 8A, total dollars donated during this period remained
subdued and lacked a large peak as evident in previous years. However, the results showed small
peaks in both January and March, which collectively compared to previous years large peaks. In
Figure 8B, there was a corresponding increase in the total number of donations in January and
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March as well. There again lacked one overall peak, but the increases in January and March were
collectively consistent with the total numbers of donations in previous years.
The results in Figure 8A and Figure 8B showed that support for men’s basketball
memberships remained consistent in FY18 in both total dollars donated and total number of
donations. Furthermore, overall support in the refreezing stage through March FY19 stayed
consistent in both total dollars donated and total number of donations as well.
Major Gift Commitments to the Vaught Society for Capital Projects
The Ole Miss Athletics Foundation’s major gift program is named the Vaught Society.
The Vaught Society has six levels of major gift commitments between $25,000 and $1 million.
The major gifts program is separate from annual fund memberships for tickets and, since 2009,
has designated all major gift commitments to support athletics facilities part of a $200 million
capital campaign. Major gift donors receive special access to football, men’s basketball and
baseball game days and, depending on the size of the gift, may be honored with name
recognition inside or outside of a building. While separate from annual fund memberships,
Vaught Society commitments receive additional priority points, which benefit overall donor
status related to perks for football, men’s basketball and baseball.
The researcher analyzed major gift data based on total dollars committed and total
number of commitments each month over the five-year period. The time series graphs in Figure
9A and Figure 9B present the data while identifying the month and fiscal year of head coaching
change in football and men’s basketball. The graphs are followed by Figure 10A and Figure 10B,
which show data through March FY19 and are part of the analysis twelve-months after the
coaches were hired.
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Figure 9A
Vaught Society Total Dollars in Major Gift Commitments FY14-FY18
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Figure 9B
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Figure 10A
Vaught Society Total Dollars in Major Gift Commitments FY14 to March FY19
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Figure 10B
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In Figure 9A, the total dollars in major gift commitments were consistently moderated the
first few months of each fiscal year. The data showed a seasonal peak at the end of calendar
years, typically in November and December, which was generally when donors made
commitments for year-end tax purposes. The seasonal peak was noticeable in FY14, FY15, and
FY16; however, there was not a peak in FY17 or FY18. The peak in FY15 was the same year the
Ole Miss Athletics Foundation changed the tax-deductibility of major gifts to the Vaught
Society. The new policy decreased the deductibility from 100 percent to 80 percent beginning in
January 2016; thus, there was a surge of dollars committed in December that fiscal year. The
large peak in FY16 was the same month the Foundation announced the largest commitment in
the history of Ole Miss Athletics. Subsequently, the second half of each fiscal year consistently
varied with slight increases and decreases through June and showed no pattern of support.
Following FY16’s outlier gift, major gift support lacked a seasonal peak and total dollars
committed became more moderated with the exception of a slight surge in February of FY17.
The year that football and men’s basketball made coaching changes in FY18, total dollars
committed declined and appeared largely moderated compared to previous years. After the
football head coach left in July, support remained consistent with previous years until the new
coach was hired in November. The seasonality of year-end support from previous years did not
occur in FY18 and total dollars committed remained subdued. In February, the men’s basketball
head coach left and was replaced in March. Total dollars in major gift commitments then
declined after February and flatlined before a slight increase in June.
In total, there was not one month in FY18 where total dollars committed reached $2
million, which occurred in every preceding fiscal year. The support in FY18 did not peak at any
time, while five of the twelve months proved to be the lowest points over five years of giving.
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The data showed that total dollars in major gift commitments declined overall and visibly
subdued the year head coaching changes were made in football and men’s basketball.
In Figure 9B, the total number of major gift commitments each fiscal year showed
consistent variation of slight increases and decreases from July to November. The variation was
then followed by a seasonal increase and peak in the number of commitments each November
and December. The peak resulted in more than ten commitments each year and were generally
when donors made commitments for year-end tax purposes. The year-end number of
commitments in FY15 showed the largest outlier month, which was the same year the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation changed the deductibility of major gifts from 100 percent to 80 percent.
Following the year-end increases in commitments, the remaining months of each fiscal year
showed consistent variation with gradual increases and decreases and no true pattern of support.
After FY16, the data showed slightly more volatility in increases and decreases in the
number of commitments in FY17 compared to previous years. The variation of support in FY18
remained consistent with previous years after the football coach left in July and was replaced
with a new coach in November. Once the new football coach was hired, there was a year-end
peak in the number of commitments in December; however, it proved to be the lowest peak of all
five fiscal years. The men’s basketball coach then left in February of FY18 and was replaced
with a new head coach in March. The total number of major gift commitments at this time
remained slightly higher than FY17 from March until the end of the fiscal year in June. In
comparison with support from the previous year, the total number of major gift commitments in
FY18 remained relatively consistent with FY17 the year head coaching changes were made in
football and men’s basketball.
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework
The results in Figure 10A and Figure 10B encompassed data through March FY19 due to
the timing of the head coaching changes. The football program experienced a head coaching
change in July FY18; therefore, the unfreezing stage of major gift commitments was six-months
prior from January FY17 to June FY17. During this period, total dollars committed to the Vaught
Society was highlighted by more than $2 million in commitments in February FY17, which was
then followed by a sharp decrease in total dollars committed through June. The data showed that
the total number of commitments in the unfreezing stage increased in February FY17 and, unlike
total dollars committed, remained consistent through March, April, and May.
The new football coach was not hired until November of FY18; thus, the changing phase
began in December and ended in May of FY18. As demonstrated from Figure 9A and 9B, this
period did not experience a seasonal peak in total dollars committed and was largely suppressed.
The small increase in the total number of commitments in December FY18 was the lowest of all
five fiscal years. Additionally, during this changing period, the men’s basketball coach left in
February and was hired in March. Total dollars committed remained repressed from the time of
the men’s basketball change through May FY18, while the total number of commitments stayed
consistent.
The refreezing period for the new football coach was from June FY18 to November
FY19, which marked a full year after the coach was hired. Due to the timing of the change in
men’s basketball, the refreezing period for the new basketball coach also included the months of
October and November before extending into March of FY19. As shown in Figure 10A, total
dollars committed during this time was visibly repressed and flat compared to previous years.
The support in August, October and November marked three of the lowest totals in dollars
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committed over six fiscal years of data. In Figure 10B, the total number of commitments showed
more variation during the refreezing months; however, the data demonstrated that August,
October, and November marked their lowest or second lowest points during the study.
The refreezing stage for the new men’s basketball coach continued from November to
March to incorporate twelve-months of support after the coach was hired. The data in Figure
10A showed that total dollars committed in December FY19 experienced a slight increase at
year-end compared to FY18. However, total dollars committed in December remained
moderately low and abruptly flatlined to some its lowest points in January, February and March.
The results in Figure 10B demonstrated that the total number of commitments increased from
November to December of FY19, though both months marked their lowest points of all six fiscal
years. The number of commitments from January through March saw slight increases and
decreases, but again reached its lowermost point in March FY19.
The results showed that, the year head coaching changes were made in FY18, major gift
commitments experienced a noticeable variation of support in both total dollars committed and
total number of commitments. Following the new football coach being hired in November FY18,
the changing stage recorded its lowest points in year-end donations for both total dollars
committed and total number of commitments. While the total number of commitments then
remained consistent through the end of FY18, total dollars committed declined compared to
previous years. In FY19, during the refreezing stage for both football and men’s basketball, total
dollars committed again decreased compared to FY18 and reached its lowest points in five of the
months between August FY19 to March FY19. The total number of commitments during the
refreezing phase in FY19 demonstrated significant variation, while overall it showed less support
compared to FY18.
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Sport-Specific Giving to Individual Programs
The third category the researcher analyzed was sport-specific giving to individual
programs. Each varsity sports team at Ole Miss has an individual fundraising account within the
Ole Miss Athletics Foundation into which donations can be received and used at the head
coach’s discretion. These restricted contributions are earmarked by donors to a specific team and
may not be applied to annual fund memberships for tickets or major gifts towards the Vaught
Society. The purpose of sport-specific donations is to directly support an individual team and are
entirely separate from the other two categories of giving and benefits. Therefore, sport-specific
donations to football, men’s basketball, and baseball do not receive tickets and are considered
separate donations to each program.
The ten head coaching changes from fiscal year 2014 to fiscal year 2018 impacted fifteen
varsity programs. The men’s and women’s cross-country and track and field teams count as six
NCAA programs, though they have one head coach and one collective fundraising account. The
nine other programs that experienced a head coaching change each have one fundraising account
for their respective program. The researcher presents the data in time-series graphs based on total
dollars donated and total number of donations each month over the five-year period. Due to the
timing of their head coaching change, women’s volleyball, football, men’s basketball and
women’s basketball have supplemental graphs and an additional fiscal year to complete their
analysis. The month and fiscal year of head coaching change is noted on each sports’ individual
graph.
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Figure 11A
Volleyball Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 11B
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Figure 12A
Volleyball Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated June FY13 to FY18
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Figure 12B
Volleyball Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations June FY13 to FY18
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Volleyball
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the volleyball
program received limited to no sport-specific support in both total dollars donated and total
number of donations. The data showed that there were no sport-specific donations to the
volleyball program in FY14, FY15, or FY16. There was then a large peak of support in both
FY17 and FY18, which corresponded to one gift being made in each of the fiscal years.
The volleyball program experienced a head coaching change in FY14 when the coach left
in December and was effectively replaced in January. The data showed that there was no support
the entire fiscal year a coaching change was made, as well as the following two fiscal years. The
lack of overall donations to volleyball failed to show any patterns, seasonality or variations of
support for the program.
Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The results in Figure 12A and Figure 12B
included data from FY13 due to the timing of the head coaching change in volleyball. The
unfreezing stage covered six-months of donations prior to the head coaching change; thus, this
period was from June FY13 to November FY14. The data showed there was no support to the
volleyball program in June of FY13, nor were any donations recorded in FY14 or FY15.
Therefore, there were no donations made to the program during any of the unfreezing, changing,
or refreezing stages. The data showed that there were no changes in support either before or after
a coaching change was made in volleyball.
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Figure 13
Softball Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 14
Softball Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14-FY18
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Softball
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-period the softball program
received various levels of sport-specific support in both total dollars donated and total number of
donations. The data in Figure 13 and Figure 14 showed seasonal peaks in annual support from
November to May each fiscal year, which was the end of the calendar year for donors followed
by in-season months for the softball program. Both total dollars donated and total number of
donations in FY14 and FY15 exhibited this annual seasonality through one large peak in support
followed by suppressed giving in the ensuing months.
In FY16 and FY17, there proved to be multiple peaks in total dollars donated in Figure
13, which was distinct from the previous two fiscal years. In relation to the total number of
donations in Figure 14, FY16 also showed multiple peaks of support, while FY17 only showed
one peak in January. The final year in FY18, annual support in both total dollars donated and
total number of donations showed one seasonal peak in April, though the total number of
donations during that month were the lowest peak of all five years.
Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The softball program experienced a head
coaching change in FY14 when the coach left in May and was replaced with a new head coach
during the same month. The unfreezing stage covered six-months of donations prior to the head
coaching change; thus, this period was from November to April of FY14. The softball program
saw a large peak during this phase in December FY14 when more than $2,500 was donated from
twenty donations. After the new head coach was hired in May, the changing stage was from June
FY14 to November FY15. The data over the five-year period showed these months did not
typically receive donations; therefore, the lack of support during this period was consistent with
previous years of giving.
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Following the changing months, the refreezing stage extended from December FY15 to
May FY15, which encompassed twelve-months since the new coach was hired. The most
perceptible change in support during the refreezing stage was that the seasonal peak in FY15 was
less than the peak in the unfreezing stage in FY14. The FY15 apex showed that total dollars
donated amounted to $1,500 from less than 15 donors, which was slightly less from the
unfreezing stage in both total dollars donated and total number of donations. The results
demonstrated that, in the year there was a softball head coaching change in FY14, support the
following year in the refreezing stage was slightly less from the year before.
Men’s Tennis
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the men’s tennis
program received a variation of sport-specific support in both total dollars donated and total
number of donations. The data in both Figure 15 and Figure 16 showed that there were no annual
contributions to the program in either FY14 or FY15. There was then substantial growth in
support in FY16, which showed large peaks in both total dollars donated and the total number of
donations. While the peaks in FY16 are distinctively apparent, the increases are related to a small
number of donors making sizeable gifts to the program in one year. In FY17, there were no
contributions to the program, whereas in FY18 there was one considerable gift.
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Figure 15
Men’s Tennis Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 16
Men’s Tennis Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14-FY18
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The men’s tennis program experienced a
head coaching change in FY14 when the coach left in May and was replaced with a new head
coach during the same month. The data in Figure 14 and Figure 15 showed there was no support
to the men’s tennis program in FY14 or FY15. Therefore, there were no donations made to the
program during any of the unfreezing, changing, or refreezing phases. The lack of donations both
before and after the head coaching change failed to show any patterns, seasonality or variations
of support for the program.
Men’s Golf
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the men’s golf
program received wide-ranging support in total dollars donated and total number of donations.
The overall data showed arbitrary peaks of giving and lacked any seasonality as to when gifts
were made. In FY14, support was limited to less than $10,000 in total dollars donated, but
experienced several peaks from the total number of donations. The following year in FY15,
support to men’s golf significantly declined and both total dollars donated and total number of
gifts reached its lowest totals over the five-year period.
Overall support in FY16 started a period of noticeably increased support to the men’s
golf program. The most notable month was December of FY16 when total dollars donated
surged to more than $20,000 and totaled four donations. The momentous support continued into
FY17 from November to March, where four of the months each received more than $10,000
from numerous donations. Finally, in FY18, support was highlighted by two peaks totaling more
than $25,000, though it experienced a noticeable decrease in the number of donors from FY17.
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Figure 17
Men’s Golf Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 18
Men’s Golf Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14-FY18
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The men’s golf program experienced a
head coaching change in FY14 when the coach left in May and was replaced in June. Men’s golf
support in the unfreezing months between November and April FY14 was limited to less than
$5,000 from three donations. After the new coach was hired in June FY14, the changing phase
between July FY15 and December FY15 was predominantly flat. The lack of support continued
into the refreezing phase between January FY15 to June FY15, where there were only two
donations that totaled $1,500. The results demonstrated that both total dollars donated and total
number of donations decreased to its lowest levels over the five-year period the year after the
new coach was hired.
Women’s Golf
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the women’s golf
program received varying levels of support in both total dollars donated and total number of
donations. The overall data showed that there were no contributions made the first half of any
fiscal year, while there was a consistent seasonality in support each February to June. The
program experienced noticeable levels of support in FY14, which was demonstrated by a large
apex in April and another smaller surge in June. The more than $9,000 donated in April from
more than twenty donors were the highest points of support over the five fiscal years. The
noteworthy support from FY14 was then followed by a significant decline in the ensuing years.
The data in Figure 19 and Figure 20 showed that support in FY15 diminished to
nonexistent levels other than an insignificant month of giving in May. In FY16, the program
experienced a slight increase from FY15, which is demonstrated in March and April in both total
dollars donated and total number of donations. Annual contributions noticeably declined again in
FY17, while FY18 contributions were essentially nonexistent.
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Figure 19
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Figure 20

Total Number of Donations
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The women’s golf program experienced a
head coaching change in FY15 when the coach left in April and was replaced in June. The data
showed that there were effectively no donations made to the program six-months before the
coach left or six-months after the new coach was hired. Therefore, support during the unfreezing
and changing stages was notably absent. In the refreezing stage from January FY16 to June
FY16, the data showed a small increase in support in March and April, though it was an increase
when compared to FY15. The results demonstrated that there were limited changes in support in
the stages before or after a coaching change.
Men’s and Women’s Cross Country/Track and Field
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the cross country and
track and field programs received limited support in both total dollars donated and total number
of donations. The overall data showed incomplete patterns or any seasonality from the limited
support the teams received. The support in FY14 was evident by peaks in November and
February, though they were from one gift each month and made up the highest year of giving. In
FY15, there was one nominal gift made each month which began in February and continued
through February of FY16. There was then only one small gift made during FY17 and no support
to the programs in FY18.
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Figure 21
Men’s and Women’s Cross Country/Track and Field Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated
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Figure 22
Men’s and Women’s Cross Country/Track and Field Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The men’s and women’s cross-country and
track and field programs experienced a head coaching change when the coach left in June FY15
and a new coach was hired one month later in July FY16. In the six-months prior to the head
coach leaving, the unfreezing stage experienced limited support with one nominal donation made
each month from February to May FY15. After the new coach was hired in July, the changing
stage from August FY16 to January FY16 received one nominal donation per month. Lastly, in
the refreezing phase from February FY16 to July FY17, there was one small donation in
February before support diminished to zero for the remaining months.
The results showed there was limited support to the programs in FY15, which remained
consistent both six-months before the coach left and six-months after the new coach was hired.
The limited support eventually declined to zero and flattened in the refreezing phase. The data
showed there were no changes in support either before or after a coaching change.
Women’s Rifle
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the women’s rifle
program received essentially no support in both total dollars donated and total number of
donations. The overall data showed that there were no donations to the program in FY14, FY15,
FY16, or FY17. The teams only donation over the five-year period was in December of FY18,
which was one gift of $250.
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Figure 23
Women’s Rifle Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 24
Women’s Rifle Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14-FY18
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The women’s rifle program experienced a
head coaching in FY16 when the head coach left in March and a new coach was hired in May.
The results in Figure 23 and Figure 24 showed there was no support to the women’s rifle
program in FY14, FY15, FY16, or FY17. Therefore, there were no donations made to the
program during any of the unfreezing, changing, or refreezing phases. The data showed that
there were no changes in support either before or after a coaching change was made in women’s
rifle.
Football
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the football program
received various levels of sport-specific support in both total dollars donated and total number of
donations. The data showed that seasonal peaks of support came each fiscal year between July
and December, though there was one example where giving increased later in one year. Both
total dollars donated and total number of donations in FY14 were largely moderated throughout
the year, while the subsequent year in FY15 displayed three surges in total dollars donated. The
peaks noticeably increased from the year before; though, the total number of donations during
their growth were particularly low.
Contributions in FY16 lacked any large peaks of giving; however, the year exhibited
consistent support with six months having received between $5,000 and $10,000 from a small
number of donations. Football support in FY17 then experienced three of its highest points in
total dollars donated the first half of the year, which was met with increased giving from the total
number of donations in July and August. In FY18, there was a peak in total dollars donated to
start the year, but then declined and suppressed throughout the year. Most notably in FY18, the
total number of donations from July to January experienced monumental growth from previous
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years and marked its highest points over the five-year period. Support in FY18 then rapidly
declined after January and reached its lowest points from February to May in both total dollars
donated and total number of donations.
Figure 25A
Football Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14-FY18
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Figure 25B

Total Number of Donations
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Figure 26A
Football Sport-Specific Total Dollars Donated FY14 to November FY19
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Figure 26B
Football Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14 to November FY19
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The football program experienced a head
coaching change in FY18 when the coach left in July and a new coach was hired in November;
therefore, the unfreezing stage was from January FY17 to June FY17. Total dollars donated to
the football program during this period in FY17 were slightly lower than the same months in
FY16. The total number of donations in this stage were consistent with years prior, particularly
since this period was non-seasonal and did not experience many donations.
After the new head coach was hired in November, the football program experienced a
decline in the changing stage from December FY18 to May FY18, which were typically nonseasonal months of support. The data showed total dollars donated decreased from January to
February and then leveled to its lowest points in February, March, and April. The total number of
donations during the changing stage stayed consistent from December to January before sharply
declining to its lowest points in March, April, and May.
The refreezing stage was from June FY18 to November FY19 and demonstrated a
significant surge in support from July to August. As shown in Figure 26A, total dollars donated
in August FY19 reached nearly $30,000 and marked its highest apex compared to previous fiscal
years. However, the large peak sharply declined and remained lower than FY18 in September,
October, and November. In Figure 26B, the data showed that the total number of donations
during the refreezing stage were higher in both June FY18 and July FY19 compared to the
previous year. While the total number of donations remained consistent with FY18 in August
and September of FY19, it then notably decreased in October and November. In both total
dollars donated and total number of donations, the large surges of support in July and August
FY19 were off-set by declined giving in the ensuing months.
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The results showed that support to football declined slightly in the unfreezing and
changing stages, but were non-seasonal months of giving due to the timing of the coaching
change. In the refreezing stage, which occurred during seasonal months of support, total dollars
donated reached its highest apex of support in August FY19, though it was muted by decreased
giving in ensuing months. The data also showed that the total number of donations during this
period reached its highest points in June and July, but were also off-set by declined giving in
later months. Therefore, overall support in the refreezing stage remained relatively comparable to
FY18.
Men’s Basketball
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the men’s basketball
program received various levels of sport-specific support in both total dollars donated and total
number of donations. The overall data showed that while total dollars donated did not exhibit a
particular pattern, there were seasonal peaks in the total number of donations each September to
November. This support was highlighted in FY14 with the highest peak in the total number of
donations over the five-year period, which resulted in an intermediate apex in total dollars
donated. In FY15 and FY16, neither year demonstrated a peak in total dollars donated and
support was noticeably moderated. The graphs in FY15 and FY16 also showed a gradual decline
in seasonal peaks for the total number of donations compared to FY14. In FY17, total dollars
donated showed four erratic surges in support while the total number of donations significantly
declined. The data demonstrated that in FY17 there were considerably less donations than
previous years, but the gifts received were larger. Finally, in FY18, both total dollars donated
and the total number of donations remarkably diminished and flattened throughout the entire
fiscal year.
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Figure 27A

Total Dollars Donated
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Figure 27B

Total Number of Donations
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Figure 28A
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Figure 28B
Men’s Basketball Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14 to March FY19
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The men’s basketball program experienced
a head coaching change in FY18 when the coach left in February and a new coach was hired in
March. The figures showed that, during the unfreezing stage from August FY18 January FY18,
support declined entirely in both total dollars donated and total number of donations. This period
saw a significant drop in support compared to all previous fiscal years, which was demonstrated
by both total dollars donated and total number of donations appearing flat through January.
After the new head coach was hired in March FY18, the changing stage was from April
FY18 to September FY19. The decline in support to men’s basketball continued from April to
June FY18, which was demonstrated each month through its lowest points in both total dollars
donated and total number of donations. However, once the new fiscal year began in July FY19,
support to the men’s basketball program dramatically increased. As shown in Figure 28A, the
months of July and August showed their largest months in total dollars donated, while reaching
its second highest mark in September. In Figure 28B, the total number of donations started at its
uppermost point in July, while then climbing to its highest apex in August and September.
In the refreezing stage from October FY19 to March FY19, Figure 28A showed that total
dollars donated gradually descended, but remained consistently higher each month compared to
FY18. Similarly, the total number of donations in Figure 28B demonstrated a gradual decrease
from October to March; however, the support each month remained consistently higher when
compared to FY18.
The results showed that support towards the men’s basketball program rapidly declined
and was leveled flat in the six-months leading up to the coach leaving. Once the new coach was
hired, the changing stage saw a dramatic increase in total dollars donated in both July and
August of FY19. The changing stage from July to September FY19 also saw a large increase in
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the total number of donors, which demonstrated record numbers of donations compared to the
previous five fiscal years. The sharp increase in support gradually regressed during the refreezing
stage, though it remained noticeably higher compared to FY18. Overall, the data in Figure 28A
and Figure 28B showed that, after the new coach was hired, there was a surge of giving in both
total dollars donated and total number of donations which was extraordinarily higher than FY18.
Women’s Basketball
The time-series graphs demonstrated that over the five-year period the women’s
basketball program received various levels of sport-specific support in both total dollars donated
and total number of donations. The overall data showed that there was seasonality in support to
the team from September to December each fiscal year. In FY14, total dollars donated showed a
large apex in November and was followed with two more surges in April and June. The peak in
November was related to an increase in the total of donations that month; however, the other two
surges were the products of large individual gifts.
The data in Figure 29A showed a moderated FY15 related to total dollars donated, while
the graph in 29B demonstrated it had the highest amount of donations that year in October and
December. Support in FY16 showed more variation in both total dollars donated and the total
number of donations, which included two peaks in both graphs as opposed to one large apex. In
FY17, total dollars donated demonstrated peaks in August and September, while it showed more
consistent and spread out support in the total number of donors. Finally, in FY18, total dollars
donated to the program was more irregular through December, where it then sharply declined
and was perceptively flat through June. To the contrary, the total number of donations in FY18
showed one peak in October before it gradually declined and noticeably leveled through June.
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Figure 29A
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Figure 29B
Women’s Basketball Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14-FY18
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Figure 30A
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Figure 30B
Women’s Basketball Sport-Specific Total Number of Donations FY14 to April FY19
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Applying Lewin’s Theoretical Framework. The women’s basketball program
experienced a head coaching change in FY18 when the coach left in March and a new coach was
hired in April. The figures showed that, during the unfreezing stage from September FY18 to
March FY18, support in total dollars was consistent from October to December, but then
declined noticeably to its lowest levels in January, February, and March. The total number of
donations during this phase also increased initially in October; however, it decreased until
December and remained flat through March.
After the new women’s basketball coach was hired, the changing stage for the program
marked the period from May FY18 to October FY19. In Figure 30A, total dollars donated during
this period remained at its lowest levels from May FY18 until September FY19 before a
significant surge in October FY19. The rise marked the highest point in the month of October
compared to the previous five fiscal years. In Figure 30B, the total number of donations started
similarly flat from May FY18 to September FY19, but experienced a large increase in October as
well.
The refreezing stage for the new women’s head coach was from November FY19 to April
FY19. This period experienced initial growth in total dollars donated, which was demonstrated
by a large peak in November FY19. Following the November apex, total dollars donated
gradually declined from December through March before another noticeable peak in April FY19.
As shown in Figure 30B, the total number of donations during the refreezing stage gradually
declined from November to March but remained slightly higher than FY18.
The results showed that support towards the women’s basketball program varied greatly
during seasonal months of support from September to December. Once the new coach was hired,
the changing stage saw a dramatic increase in total dollars donated beginning in October FY19.
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The surge increased higher in November during the refreezing stage before another peak in April
of FY19. The total number of donations also experienced a surge in October FY19, but then
gradually declined and remained slightly higher than FY18. The results showed that, while
support was erratic in FY19, it showed clear growth in total dollars donated and total number of
donations when compared to FY18.
Research Questions
Two primary research questions informed this study of the relationship between head
coaching change and donations to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation. Those questions and their
related hypotheses are identified and answered below:
Research Question 1
Is there a relationship between head coaching change and donations to the Ole Miss
Athletics Foundation? There is one hypothesis for this question.
Research Question 1 Hypothesis 1
The hypothesis is there is a relationship, and the data confirm the hypothesis. The data
show a relationship exists in all three categories of giving, but varies based on sport. This is
shown through variations of donor support, seasonality in giving, and discernable patterns of
donations over the five-year period of the study. Most notably, the deviations in seasonality and
various changes in support are informative when using Lewin’s theoretical framework to analyze
data both before and after a head coaching change.
Research Question 2
If there is a relationship, what is the nature of that relationship? There are three
hypotheses for this question.
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Research Question 2 Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis is that the nature of the relationship varies based on the type of sport
and category of giving. The hypothesis is confirmed as the data reflects a relationship between
head coaching change and donations across all three categories of giving, but varies by sport.
As shown in Figure 4A and Figure 4B, the aggregate of annual fund support is
predominantly made up of memberships for football and men’s basketball tickets. The data for
the two sports thereby reveals the nature of the relationship between head coaching change and
donations to the annual fund. The two sports also demonstrate the nature of the relationship
between head coaching change and major gift commitments due to the associated benefits with
football and men’s basketball. Lastly, the nature of the relationship between head coaching
change and sport-specific giving varies among each varsity program. Details of the varying
levels of support are described in the following subcategories; annual fund memberships
associated with tickets, major gift commitments to the Vaught Society for capital projects, and
sport-specific donations to individual programs.
Annual Fund Memberships Associated with Tickets. Table 1 presents a summary of
the findings from the data related to annual fund memberships. A more detailed discussion
follows the presentation of the table.
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Table 1
Annual Fund Memberships Associated with Tickets
Annual Fund Memberships
Aggregate of Annual Fund Memberships

Football Annual Fund Memberships

Men’s Basketball Annual Fund Memberships

Relationship Identified After Head Coaching
Change in Football and Men’s Basketball
A relationship was identified between head
coaching change in football and men’s
basketball and decreased support to the
annual fund in both total dollars donated and
total number of donations
A relationship was not identified in total
dollars donated, but there was between the
head coaching change and decreased number
of donations for football memberships
A relationship was not identified between the
head coaching change and annual fund
memberships for men’s basketball.

As shown in Figure 2A and Figure 2B, the aggregate of annual fund memberships
experienced variation following head coaching change in football and men’s basketball in FY18.
The data showed that total dollars donated in FY18 remained comparable with FY17; however,
the total number of donations rapidly declined and were noticeably moderated after both head
coaches were hired. In the refreezing stage in FY19, total dollars donated then registered its
lowest levels of support since FY15, while the total number of donations remained subdued. The
results showed that, initially, total dollars donated to the annual fund in FY18 remained
consistent after head coaching changes, while the total number of donations decreased
significantly. However, in FY19, total dollars donated then declined compared to FY18 and the
total number of donations remained moderated. Thus, there was a relationship identified between
head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and decreased support to the annual fund
in both total dollars donated and total number of donations.
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Subsequently, the researcher examined football and men’s basketball memberships
independent of one another to identify if a relationship exists between head coaching change and
their respective memberships. As demonstrated in Figure 6A and Figure 6B, total dollars donated
specifically for football memberships remained comparable to previous years after a new coach
was hired in FY18. However, the relationship revealed a significant decline in the total number
of donations during the changing stage. The results showed no peaks in the total number of
donations in FY18 during renewal season and overall support for football memberships
noticeably declined. Therefore, there was not a relationship identified regarding total dollars
donated, but there was one between the head coaching change and decreased number of
donations for football memberships.
After a new men’s basketball coach was hired in FY18, the results in Figure 8A and
Figure 8B showed that annual fund memberships for men’s basketball remained consistent in the
changing stage in both total dollars donated and total number of donations. Similarly, in the
refreezing stage, overall support in FY19 also stayed consistent in both total dollars donated and
total number of donations. Thus, there was not a relationship identified between the head
coaching change and annual fund memberships for men’s basketball.
Major Gift Commitments to the Vaught Society for Capital Projects. Table 2
presents a summary of the findings from the data related to major gift commitments to the
Vaught Society for capital projects. A more detailed discussion follows the presentation of the
table.
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Table 2
Major Gift Commitments to the Vaught Society for Capital Projects
Major Gift Commitments
Major Gifts to the Vaught Society

Relationship Identified After Head Coaching
Change in Football and Men’s Basketball
A relationship was identified between head
coaching change in football and men’s
basketball and decreased support in total
dollars committed and total number of
commitments to the Vaught Society

There was distinguishable variation in major gift support following head coaching change
in football and men’s basketball. After the new football coach was hired in November FY18,
total dollars committed recorded the lowest year-end mark over the five-year period of the study.
The repressed support continued through the new men’s basketball coach being hired in March
FY18 and total dollars committed remained noticeably flat through the fiscal year. Despite less
support in total dollars committed, the total number of commitments during the changing period
in FY18 was relatively consistent and comparable to FY17.
In the refreezing months following head coaching change in football and men’s
basketball, the data in Figure 10A and Figure 10B showed total dollars committed to the Vaught
Society in FY19 continued to decline. Additionally, while the total number of commitments
initially remained consistent in the changing stage, the number of commitments then decreased
through March FY19 compared to FY18. The results demonstrated that overall major gift
support declined the year after head coaching changes were made. Thus, there was a relationship
identified between head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and decreased support
in total dollars committed and total number of commitments to the Vaught Society.
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Sport-Specific Giving to Individual Programs. Table 3 presents a summary of the
findings from the data related to sport-specific giving to individual programs. A more detailed
discussion follows the presentation of the table.
Table 3
Sport-Specific Giving to Individual Programs
Varsity Program
Women’s Volleyball

Relationship Identified After Head Coaching
Change in Individual Sport
No Relationship

Men’s Tennis

No Relationship

Women’s Golf

No Relationship

Women’s Rifle

No Relationship

Men’s & Women’s Cross Country/Track &
Field
Football

No Relationship

Softball

A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and reduced support in
total dollars donated and total number of
donations
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and decreased support
in total dollars donated and total number of
donations
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and increased support
in total dollars donated and total number of
donations
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and increased support
in total dollars donated and total number of
donations

Men’s Golf

Men’s Basketball

Women’s Basketball

No Relationship

Support to each varsity program and their sport-specific fund over the five-year period
varied by sport. Following the ten head coaching changes, there were six changes that did not
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demonstrate a relationship or any level of variation in their programs support. The lack of
variation in five of the changes related to programs either not having received any donations or
there was such minimal support that no changes were evident. These sports were volleyball,
men’s tennis, women’s golf, women’s rifle, and men’s and women’s cross country and track and
field. The sixth head coaching change was football, which experienced a slight decline during the
changing stage. However, due to the timing of when the head coach left in July and a new coach
not being hired until November, the changing stage abnormally occurred in non-seasonal months
of giving. Therefore, the negligible variation did not provide an accurate depiction of support in
the changing phase and was not considered to have had a relationship.
The four head coaching changes that did demonstrate a relationship in sport-specific
support were softball, men’s golf, men’s basketball, and women’s basketball. Each program
demonstrated a variation of support, which was evident after examining their unfreezing,
changing, and refreezing stages during analysis.
After a head coaching change in softball in FY14, support during the refreezing stage in
FY15 declined in both total dollars donated and total number of donations. While the decline in
support did not amass a large sum in either total dollars donated or total number of donations, the
decrease was a considerable proportion of softball’s support compared to the previous year.
Therefore, a relationship was identified between the head coaching change and reduced support
in total dollars donated and total number of donations to softball.
The men’s golf program made a head coaching change in FY14, which subsequently
showed that total dollars donated and total number of donations declined in both the changing
and refreezing stages in FY15. Overall support in FY15 after the new coach was hired marked
the lowest year of giving in the five-year period of the study for men’s golf. Therefore, a
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relationship was identified between the head coaching change and decreased support in total
dollars donated and total number of donations to men’s golf.
In men’s basketball, once the new head coach was hired in FY18, the changing stage saw
a dramatic increase in total dollars donated to the program. The same period also experienced a
momentous increase in the total number of donations, which demonstrated record numbers
compared to the previous five fiscal years. The sharp increase in support gradually regressed
during the refreezing stage, though it remained noticeably higher compared to FY18. The data
showed that, after the new coach was hired, there was a surge of giving in both total dollars
donated and total number of donations that was significantly higher than FY18. Therefore, there
was a relationship identified between the head coaching change and increased support in total
dollars donated and total number of donations to men’s basketball.
In women’s basketball, once the new coach was hired in FY18, the changing stage saw a
substantial increase in total dollars donated to the program while also increasing noticeably in
total number of donations. The surge in total dollars donated increased higher during the
refreezing stage in FY19, which showed two perceptible months of support. The total number of
donations during the refreezing stage gradually declined but remained slightly higher than FY18.
The results showed that, while support was more erratic in FY19, it showed clear growth in total
dollars donated and total number of donations compared to FY18. Thus, a relationship was
identified between the head coaching change and increased support in total dollars donated and
total number of donations to women’s basketball.
Research Question 2 Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis to the nature of the relationship is that there will be a relationship
between head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and all three categories of
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giving; annual fund memberships associated with tickets; major gift commitments to the Vaught
Society; and both teams’ sport-specific fundraising accounts. Table 4 presents a summary of the
findings from the data, and a more detailed discussion follows the presentation of the table.
Table 4
Head Coaching Change in Football/Men’s Basketball Across Giving Categories
Sport

Cat 1

Relation 1

Cat 2

Football

Aggregate
Support
Major
Annual Fund Declined
Gifts
Memberships
Men’s
Aggregate
Support
Major
Basketball Annual Fund Declined
Gifts
Memberships
Note. Cat = Category; Relation = Relationship

Relation 2
Support
Declined
Support
Declined

Cat 3

Relation 3

SportSpecific
Giving
SportSpecific
Giving

No
Relationship
Support
Increased

The data indicates a relationship exists between head coaching change in football and
men’s basketball and two of the three categories of giving; thereby disproving the second
hypothesis. The time series graphs show a relationship exists between head coaching change and
both annual fund memberships and major gift commitments, but not between football and sportspecific giving.
The results show that there was a relationship identified between head coaching change
in football and men’s basketball and aggregate support for annual fund memberships associated
with tickets. The relationship demonstrates that, after the head coaches were hired, there is a
decrease in both total dollars donated and total number of donations to the annual fund.
Subsequently, the study demonstrates that overall major gift support to the Vaught Society
declined the year after head coaching changes were made in football and men’s basketball. The
decreased support is evident in both total dollars committed and the total number of
commitments. Thus, there is a relationship identified between head coaching change in football
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and men’s basketball and reduced support in total dollars committed and total number of
commitments to the Vaught Society.
In sport-specific giving, support to the football program in total dollars donated and total
number of donations remains consistent in the year after a coaching change. Therefore, a
relationship is not identified between a head coaching change in football and donations to the
programs sport-specific fund. However, there is a sport-specific relationship identified in men’s
basketball. The data shows that, after the new coach was hired, there was a surge of giving in
both total dollars donated and total number of donations that was significantly higher than the
previous year. Therefore, a relationship is identified between the head coaching change in men’s
basketball and increased support in total dollars donated and total number of donations.
Research Question 2 Hypothesis 3
The third hypothesis to the nature of the relationship is that head coaching change in
sports other than football and men’s basketball will result in donations being unaffected. Table 5
presents a summary of the findings from the data. A detailed discussion follows the table.
Table 5
Varsity Sports Other Than Football and Men’s Basketball with a Relationship
Sport
Softball

Men’s Golf

Women’s Basketball

Relationship Identified After a Head
Coaching Change in Individual Sport
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and reduced support in
total dollars donated and total number of
donations
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and decreased support
in total dollars donated and total number of
donations
A relationship was identified between the
head coaching change and increased support
in total dollars donated and total number of
donations
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The data shows three programs other than football and men’s basketball identified a
relationship between head coaching change and donations to their program, which disproves the
third hypothesis. The three sports are softball, men’s golf, and women’s basketball.
In softball and men’s golf, both programs experienced a decline in total dollars donated
and total number of donations the year after a head coaching change. Thus, a relationship was
identified between the head coaching change and reduced support in total dollars donated and
total number of donations to each program. In women’s basketball, there was a surge in total
dollars donated the year after a new coach was hired, while also increasing in the total number of
donations compared to the previous year. Therefore, there was a relationship identified between
the head coaching change and increased support in total dollars donated and total number of
donations to women’s basketball.
Conclusion
This chapter presented the study data for each category of giving and utilized Lewin’s
change management theory to analyze the relationship between head coaching change and
donations to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation. The researcher concluded the chapter by
answering the research questions and subsequent hypotheses addressed in the study. The first
research question explored whether there was a relationship between head coaching change and
donations to the athletics department. The time series data proved the hypothesis true and that a
relationship exists in all three categories of giving, but varies based on the type of sport.
The second research question inquires that, if a relationship exists, what is the nature of
that relationship? The researcher’s first hypothesis states the nature of the relationship will vary
based on the type of sport and category of giving. This hypothesis is proven true by numerous
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relationships identified between head coaching change and donations for annual fund
memberships, major gift commitments, and sport-specific giving to individual programs.
The researcher’s second hypothesis to the nature of the relationship is that there will be a
relationship between head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and all three
categories of giving; annual fund memberships associated with tickets; major gift commitments
to the Vaught Society; and both teams’ sport-specific fundraising accounts. The data indicates a
relationship exists between head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and two of the
three categories of giving, thereby disproving the second hypothesis. The time series graphs
show a relationship exists between head coaching change and both annual fund memberships and
major gift commitments, but not between football and sport-specific giving.
The researcher’s third hypothesis as to the nature of the relationship is that head coaching
change in sports other than football and men’s basketball will result in donations being
unaffected. The data shows three programs other than football and men’s basketball identified a
relationship between head coaching change and donations to their program, which disproves the
third hypothesis. The three sports are softball, men’s golf, and women’s basketball.
The next chapter will discuss an overview of the meaning of the data, as well as
recommendations and implications for both research and practice. Limitations of the study and
concluding remarks will also be presented.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this case study was to examine the relationship between head coaching change
and donations to the University of Mississippi athletics department. This chapter provides a
summary of the study, articulates an overview of the meaning of the data, and discusses
recommendations and implications for both research and practice. The researcher then addresses
limitations of the study followed by concluding remarks.
Summary of Study
This study examined the relationship between head coaching change and donations to
intercollegiate athletics programs in the Power Five conferences using the athletics department at
the University of Mississippi as a case study. As previously noted by Ko et al. (2014), many
varsity sports programs have financial systems independent from the academic side of the
university, especially in a highly competitive college sports environment. Athletics departments
are thereby responsible for maximizing revenues to support the student-athlete experience and
also meet the growing costs of competing in college athletics. Thus, a critical component of
generating revenues is fundraising through donor-based seating programs, philanthropic
engagement, and tangible benefits associated with support.
While numerous factors within an athletics department can influence fundraising, the
position of head coach is one of them. These positions are often the highest paid and most visible
employees in the athletics organization, as well as the institution at large. Head coaches
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participate in alumni and donor events, perform speaking engagements, and create connections
with important constituents that financially support the athletics department. Due to their
standing within the organization, these coaches can play a key role in influencing ticket sales, fan
interest, and donations to the athletics department.
There were ten total head coaching changes in the University of Mississippi athletics
department from fiscal year 2014 to fiscal year 2018. The ten head coaching changes occurred in
fifteen of eighteen varsity programs, including eight women’s teams and seven men’s teams.
Univariate time series models (Adhikari & Agrawal, 2012). for 60-months of data were
developed and descriptive statistics used to analyze monthly figures across three donation
categories: 1) annual fund memberships associated with tickets, 2) major gift commitments to the
Vaught Society for capital projects, and 3) sport-specific giving to individual programs. The time
series graphs presented the results for each donation category over the five-year period while
identifying the month and year a head coaching change was made.
As part of the theoretical framework for this study, Lewin’s three-stage model of
unfreezing, changing, and refreezing (Lewin, 1947). was applied to examine the relationship
between change at the head coach position and donations to the athletics department. Intervals of
time were assigned for each of the three stages, which spanned eighteen months and provided an
analysis of donations six-months before and twelve-months after a head coaching change.
There were two research questions identified as part of this study. The first research
question explored if a relationship exists between head coaching change and donations to the Ole
Miss Athletics Foundation. The researcher hypothesized there was a relationship and the data
confirmed the hypothesis by showing a relationship exists in all three categories of giving,
though it varied by sport.
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The second research question explored that, if a relationship exists, what is the nature of
that relationship? The researcher’s first hypothesis was that the relationship varies based on the
type of sport and category of giving. This hypothesis was confirmed as the data reflected a
relationship between head coaching change and donations across all three categories of giving,
but varied by sport.
The second hypothesis about the nature of the relationship was that there will be a
relationship between head coaching change in football and men’s basketball and all three
categories of giving. The data indicated a relationship exists between head coaching change in
football and men’s basketball and two of the three categories of giving, thereby disproving the
second hypothesis. The time series graphs showed a relationship exists between head coaching
change and both annual fund memberships and major gift commitments, but not between football
and sport-specific giving.
The researcher’s third hypothesis as to the nature of the relationship was that head
coaching change in sports other than football and men’s basketball will result in donations being
unaffected. The study showed three programs other than football and men’s basketball identified
a relationship between head coaching change and donations to their program, thereby disproving
the third hypothesis. The three sports in which a relationship was identified were softball, men’s
golf, and women’s basketball.
The researcher’s professional background in higher education advancement and athletics
administration provides a unique perspective in analyzing the results from the study. In the
ensuing section, the researcher describes the meaning of the data based on their experience
working within athletics administration and fundraising, including time as a development officer
with the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation.
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Overview of the Meaning of the Data
This research study demonstrated that a variable relationship exists between head
coaching change and donations to the University of Mississippi athletics department. Most
notably, the results show the relationship varies based on the category of giving and type of sport
in which a head coaching change occurs. Two overarching outcomes were identified from the
data which are associated with the various categories of giving. The first outcome is that highprofile sports show the greatest variation in categories of giving that include tangible benefits.
These benefits include annual fund memberships for season tickets, as well as donor access and
recognition for major gift commitments to the Vaught Society. The second outcome identified is
that sport-specific giving varies entirely by sport, and that variation in giving can be influenced
significantly by a small number of donors. These sport-specific gifts do not offer tangible
benefits and are earmarked by the donor to directly support individual programs.
High-Profile Sports and Tangible Benefits
The first research outcome indicates that high-profile sports such as football and men’s
basketball show the greatest variation across annual fund memberships and major gift
commitments, which are each associated with season ticket privileges or donor benefits. The
variation between head coaching change and the two categories is not unexpected for an athletics
department in a Power Five conference. Athletics departments at this level and their donor bases
place a large focus on high-profile sports; thus, variation in donor support following a head
coaching change in these programs can be expected. The results suggest donor’s supporting
high-profile sports prefer a tangible return for their investment and that their giving can be
influenced by a head coaching change in these sports.
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In observing the results specifically attributed to annual fund memberships for tickets,
overall support to the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation declined in the year following head
coaching change in football and men’s basketball. The total amount of money donated for annual
fund memberships initially stayed consistent, while the total number of members noticeably
declined. The results suggest the total number of donors who renewed their season ticket
memberships decreased, but total dollars remained consistent due to larger donors continuing to
renew their memberships. However, one year following the changes, total dollars donated for
annual fund memberships declined and the total number of members remained truncated. It
appears the decline in total dollars donated signified that, gradually, the larger donors, too,
decided not to renew their memberships for tickets. The rapid change one-year after the coaches
were hired suggests that donors of all levels did not agree with one or both of the new coaches in
football and men’s basketball, thereby leading to less people renewing their annual fund
memberships for tickets.
In analyzing annual fund memberships separate from their aggregate, the results showed
that men’s basketball memberships for tickets stayed relatively consistent following the head
coaching change, but that football memberships declined in support. The variation meant that the
head coaching change in football impacted the aggregate of annual fund memberships more than
a change in men’s basketball. One way of understanding this can be attributed to the capacity of
the football stadium and ability to accommodate a larger number of season ticket holders.
Therefore, the entire annual fund declines when a greater number of donors stop renewing their
memberships for football. The variation in support highlights the importance of football
memberships for the athletics organization since the donations contribute to the financial
viability of the department. In this scenario, the decline in football memberships means less
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revenue overall, thereby placing the athletics department in a more difficult financial position
than the previous year.
In observing data related to major gift commitments, overall support to the Vaught
Society declined following head coaching change in football and men’s basketball. While the
total number of commitments remained relatively consistent to the previous year, total dollars
committed decreased dramatically after the new football coach was hired. The new coach was
announced in November and, at a time where year-end commitments were typically their largest,
the data lacked any peak in total dollars committed. The decline in total dollars committed
suggests that donors were not excited enough following the new hire to make a large year-end
commitment, which continued after the men’s basketball coach was hired in the spring. The data
collectively showed that, initially, the number of donors making major gift commitments
remained consistent after head coaching changes, but the size of the commitments was
noticeably lower.
In the year following the head coaching changes, total dollars committed to the Vaught
Society continued to decline, while the number of commitments then decreased. The variation
meant that, over time, donors were disengaged with one or both of the new coaches in football
and men’s basketball; therefore, more of them stopped making major gift commitments. In
making use of the data, the response suggests that head coaching change in high-profile sports
contributed negatively to donor’s propensity to make major gift commitments to Ole Miss
athletics. The scenario showed donors were unexcited about one or both of the new head
coaches, which immediately resulted in less support to the Vaught Society for capital projects.
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Sport-Specific Giving by Program
The second outcome identified from the data is that sport-specific giving varies entirely
by program, and that variation in giving can be influenced significantly by a small number of
donors. The widespread levels of support varied between the programs that experienced a head
coaching change, but were ultimately part of two groups: 1) programs that did not show a
relationship exists or 2) programs that showed a relationship exists.
There were six head coaching changes that did not demonstrate a relationship exists
between head coaching change and donations to their programs. In five of the sports, the
programs received zero to minimal sport-specific support before or after a head coach was hired;
therefore, there was no variation in giving. The lack of sport-specific support is not uncommon
for lower-profile sports since they do not require donations for season tickets or access. Thus, a
donor would need to take it upon their own initiative to donate and specifically earmark it to one
of the programs. These types of donations are less prevalent for many of the non-revenue sports
at the Power Five level, though a few do receive support depending on programmatic needs. The
donations occur less because they are not marketed to the same extent as the other two
categories, which can provide tangible benefits to the higher-profile sports.
The football team was the sixth program that did not show a relationship exists in sportspecific giving, though the team did received support both before and after a head coaching
change. This demonstrated that from a sport-specific standpoint, donors continued to support the
football program even after the head coaching change. The response from donors was contrary to
the support for annual fund memberships and major gift commitments, which decreased
following head coaching change in football. The main distinction between sport-specific giving
and the other two categories is that there are not ticket or donor related benefits associated with
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sport-specific support. Therefore, donors making sport-specific donations to football do so
philanthropically to support the team and not necessarily for tangible benefits. The data suggests
that football donors making gifts for tangible benefits may be more likely to decrease their
support if they do not like the head coaching change, while sport-specific donors who do not
qualify for benefits may not be influenced at all.
In the four head coaching changes where a relationship exists in sport-specific support,
the results indicated a decrease following head coaching change in softball and men’s golf while
giving increased to men’s and women’s basketball. The data showed that lower-profile sports
receive very few donations which make up their total support. Therefore, when less than five
donors did not make gifts in softball or men’s golf following the head coaching change, overall
support noticeably declined. The nominal number of donors in both sports demonstrated the
weight of their support for the program, while also highlighting the reaction donors had
following the change. In this situation, a small number of donors decided not to support the
program after the change was made, which reduced overall support to the team.
In men’s and women’s basketball, both programs experienced a surge in sport-specific
support following a head coaching change, though each scenario was different. The men’s
basketball program’s growth in donations followed a period of apathy from donors, which was
apparent from the non-existent support the year prior to a change. In women’s basketball, the
program experienced growth following irregular levels of support, but ultimately surged
following a new coach being hired. The immediate surge in support meant donors in both
programs were quickly engaged by the new head coach, which stimulated interest to support the
program. The scenarios in both basketball programs suggest that sport-specific donors were
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encouraged to either begin donating again or to give more than the year before, which showed
the positive relationship of making a head coaching change.
The variable relationship between head coaching change and donations to athletics
programs shows that categories of giving and types of sport can play a critical role in donors
propensity to donate. Donation categories in high-profile sports which include tangible benefits
are the most susceptible to variation in support following a head coaching change. These head
coaching changes in sports such as football and men’s basketball showed a negative relationship
between annual fund memberships and major gift commitments, which include benefits for ticket
privileges and donor access. In sport-specific giving, where tangible benefits are not offered,
support varied across four programs and at a much smaller scale compared to the other two
categories. The levels of support and variation meant that a smaller number of donors can be
influenced by head coaching change in certain sports, which can greatly increase or decrease
overall support to a program.
Recommendations for Research
This study examined the relationship between head coaching change and donations to the
University of Mississippi athletics department across three categories of giving. While the study
provided substantial insights into the relationship between head coaching change and donations
to athletics programs, there are four recommendations for future explorations of this topic.
Extend Analysis
The first recommendation is to analyze the relationship between head coaching change
and donations to athletics programs over an extended period of time to better understand the
long-term relationship of head coaching change. This study used Lewin’s change management
theory to analyze donations by creating intervals of time spanning eighteen months. The intervals
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associated with each stage involved an analysis of donations six months before and twelve
months after a head coaching change. Therefore, the data showed if a relationship exists and
identified any short-term variation in support the year after a head coaching change. The study
shows that donor support varies across each category of giving in the initial year following a
head coaching change; however, the analysis does not provide an understanding into the longterm relationship of head coaching change and the sustainability of donations in the ensuing
years. The recommendation to conduct an extended analysis would provide even further
understanding into both the short-term and long-term relationship of head coaching change and
donations to athletics departments.
Analyze Head Coach Records
The second recommendation for research on this topic is to include head coach records as
part of the analysis between head coaching change and donations to athletics programs. This
study examined the relationship between head coaching change and donations to the athletics
department regardless of the reason for a coaching change. The research did not include
information related to wins and losses or the success of programs before a change was made,
which may play a role in donor support. Therefore, further research on head coaching records
and whether a coach resigned, was fired, or left for a promotion elsewhere could contribute to
understanding donor support following head coaching change.
Examine Head Coach Tenure
The third recommendation for better understanding this topic is to research the role of
head coach tenure when analyzing the relationship between head coaching change and donations
to athletics programs. This study did not include the tenure of each head coach prior to a program
making a change; thus, it was not considered part of the analysis. By studying the role of head
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coaching tenure, the profession will gain a better understanding of how the stability or instability
of head coaches contributes to donor support both before and after a head coaching change.
Conduct a Qualitative Research Study
The fourth and final recommendation for research is to conduct a qualitative study on the
relationship between head coaching change and donations to athletics programs. This study
performed a quantitative study using descriptive statistics to analyze the relationship between
head coaching and donations to athletics programs. The research topic could contribute further to
the profession if a researcher were able to qualitatively capture the experiences and perspectives
of donors following a head coaching change. A qualitative study on the topic would provide a
better understanding into donor’s decisions following a head coaching change, as well as which
categories and types of sports they may or may not support.
Recommendations for Practice
Athletics administrators and development officers are continuously developing new ways
to generate revenues and raise money for athletics programs. As demonstrated in this study, there
is a variable relationship between head coaching change and donations to athletics programs;
thus, the research can be used to help administrators generate revenues and increase philanthropy
from various constituents. Two recommendations for practice are made that can contribute to
athletic administrators and fundraising teams’ ability to generate money following a head
coaching change.
Create an Aligned and Targeted Communications Plan
The first recommendation is for athletics department leadership to create an aligned
communications plan with its development team and university advancement office following a
head coaching change. The study shows a variable relationship exists in donor support in the
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twelve months after a new head coach is hired; therefore, this period serves as an opportunity for
an athletics department to engage important stakeholders. The athletics department and
development office could benefit from aligning communications that announce the new head
coach, acknowledge donors support, and share opportunities to be financially involved with the
athletics department.
The communications plan should be targeted based on categories of giving and the areas
in which donors are most connected. The study shows that head coaching change in high-profile
sports such as football and men’s basketball demonstrate the greatest variation in both annual
fund donations and major gift commitments. Therefore, developing a communications plan and
targeting these specific categories of donors for support is critical to attracting donations
following a high-profile coaching change. An example of a communications plan for these two
categories of donors interested in tangible benefits could include special donor packages for
tickets or exclusive access to high-profile sporting events.
An aligned and targeted communications plan should also be directed to sport-specific
donors following a head coaching change in lower-profile programs. This category of donors
does not receive tangible benefits for their support; therefore, a communications plan which
outlines the importance of their philanthropy to the individual team could help capitalize on
fundraising after a new coach is hired. An external engagement and solicitation plan for these
specific donors could yield new or increased donations, particularly for programs that experience
limited support from a small number of supporters. A targeted focus for sport-specific giving
following a head coaching change could lead to a surge of donations, the discovery of new
donors, and increased sustainability to individual programs.
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Utilize New Head Coaches to Engage Donors by Category
The second recommendation for practice is to utilize new head coaches to strategically
engage donors based on categories of giving. The data shows that head coaching change in highprofile sports has the greatest variation related to annual fund memberships for tickets and major
gift commitments to capital projects. While the two categories of giving are distinct from one
another, a new head coach in football or men’s basketball can be used differently to engage both
categories since these donors are interested in tangible benefits.
An example of using a football or men’s basketball coach in the first twelve months to
attract support from annual fund members could be done through in-person season ticket holder
events where the head coach speaks to a large number of fans and donors. These speaking
engagements can be implemented regionally across cities where a large number of season ticket
holders live, which will provide annual fund members the opportunity to meet and hear the new
coach speak. This type of event engages annual fund members within the first year of the
transition and can help renew their support following the hiring of a new head coach.
For major gift donors who support the athletics department through large multi-year
commitments, these engagement opportunities could be smaller and more intimate as to create a
unique connection between the new coach and donors. Additional ways to engage these donors
could be achieved through the creation of new benefits or access involving the new head coach.
By strategically utilizing the new football or men’s basketball head coach, the athletics
department could potentially help retain support through out the head coaching change,
particularly from those making the largest commitments.
In using head coaches in programs other than football and men’s basketball, the study
shows that sport-specific giving varies by sport. The data revealed that many programs receive
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limited support from a small number of donors; therefore, there is an opportunity to grow this
group by utilizing a new head coach to engage this category of donors. A recommendation for
using a head coach in these sports could include in-person events, alumni outreach to former
student-athletes, and personalized updates by program from the new head coach. By utilizing the
new head coach more in lower-profile sports, there is a significant opportunity to attract new
donors and increase support given the limited amount of donations programs receive currently.
Delimitations and Limitations of Study
There were both delimitations and limitations identified as part of this research study.
The delimitations related to choices the researcher made which set boundaries or limited the
parameters of the study, while the limitations related to influences outside of the researcher’s
control. While distinctly separate, these delimitations and limitations may have contributed to the
overall findings of the study.
Delimitations
Two delimitations were identified as part of this research study. The first is that the study
is restricted to the Power Five level of intercollegiate athletics, which encompasses the 65
wealthiest and most competitive schools in Division I athletics. These schools compete at the
highest level of the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) and invest the most money and resources
into their programs. In restricting the research to this level and using the University of
Mississippi as a case study, the researcher has no reason to believe the results from this study can
be generalized outside of the Power Five conferences. Therefore, the data is most applicable to
athletics departments at this level and their structural model for generating revenues.
The second delimitation of the study was the length of the data analysis, which focused
on examining donations six months before and twelve months after a head coaching change. This
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duration of time allowed the researcher to successfully identify if a short-term relationship exists
between head coaching change and donations across three distinct categories of giving.
However, the study does not provide a broader understanding into the long-term relationship of
head coaching change and donations to intercollegiate athletics programs.
Limitations
There were three limitations identified as part of this research study. The first limitation
was an ongoing NCAA investigation into the Ole Miss football program during the five-year
period of the study. In December of 2017, the athletics department received penalties from the
NCAA which, most notably, included a reduction in athletics scholarships and a two-year bowl
ban in 2017 and 2018 (Schlabach, 2017). The ongoing investigation and subsequent penalties of
not participating in a bowl game could have influenced donor support, particularly in regards to
annual fund memberships for tickets and major gift commitments to the Vaught Society.
The second limitation related to the new tax code which was signed into effect January 1,
2018. The new reform repealed the rule and no longer allowed taxpayers the ability to deduct an
athletics contribution made exclusively for the right to purchase athletics tickets (Flahaven,
2018). The new tax law was a considerable change since most schools require a donation for the
right to purchase season tickets and was an additional incentive for donors to give (Murphy,
2017). Therefore, the tax code change could have influenced donor support immediately before
or after the law went into effect.
The third and final limitation was administrative change and executive turnover at the
University of Mississippi during the study. The University of Mississippi had nine different
chancellors over a 100-year period throughout the 20th century. Since 2015, five different leaders
assumed the position in either an interim or permanent basis (Neal, 2019). The consistent change
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in university leadership could have influenced philanthropy, including support to the athletics
department.
Personal Observations
There were two personal observations that the study revealed to the researcher who
worked at the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation from 2015 to 2018. The first is that, while working
in a specialized major gift fundraising role, it was difficult to notice any variations in support
towards categories other than the Vaught Society. The most notable was giving to annual fund
memberships associated with tickets, which noticeably declined following head coaching change
in football and men’s basketball. As an employee living in the day-to-day work of major gift
responsibilities, the decline in annual fund support was indistinct because it was not part of the
Vaught Society.
The second observation is the opportunities associated with sport-specific giving to
individual programs. The study shows there is significant potential to increase support to
individual teams, which can be influenced by a small number of donors. The Power Five level of
college athletics primarily focuses on support for tangible benefits such as tickets and enhanced
facilities; therefore, the opportunity to fundraise more for individual programs was insightful.
Conclusion
This study sought to understand the relationship between head coaching change and
donations to athletics programs at the Power Five level at a time where college athletics
continues to grow more complex and expensive to operate. The results from this research
demonstrate that a variable relationship exists between head coaching change and donations to
the University of Mississippi athletics department, which varies based on the category of giving
and type of sport. Most notably, the study shows that head coaching change in high-profile sports
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such as football and men’s basketball vary the greatest across categories that involve tangible
benefits, including season tickets or donor access. The research also demonstrates that sportspecific giving varies by individual program and can fluctuate noticeably based on having a
smaller number of donors.
The results from this research are explicit to athletics departments at the Power Five level
and can be beneficial to various leaders at these institutions. The study demonstrates that head
coaching change in high-profile sports, where the coaches are the highest paid employees at the
institution, experience the most variation in two categories of giving following a head coaching
change; annual fund memberships for tickets and major gift commitments for capital projects.
The variation in giving can thereby affect the short-term finances of the athletics department,
including annual budgets, capital enhancements, and special projects. Thus, the information from
this study can assist Athletics Directors and Chancellors in better understanding financial
outcomes before making organizational change within these high-profile programs.
The research also provides insights into the importance of athletics department and
advancement leaders developing a strategic plan to communicate with all categories of donors
within the first year of a head coaching change. This proactive approach can help mitigate any
potential decline in support, while also ensuring development teams and athletics departments
are capitalizing on a timeframe in which donors may be inclined to donate.
In addition to better understanding the financial implications of head coaching change in
high-profile sports, this study also shows opportunities to generate revenues and raise money in
lower-profile sports. The research demonstrates that there is a small number of donors that make
sport-specific donations to individual programs; therefore, an opportunity exists to identify new
donors and raise more money for teams. While there are not the same tangible benefits for
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supporting these programs as there are in high-profile sports, athletic development teams have an
opportunity to target sport-specific donors and engage them to increase their giving following a
head coaching change. This research can help development officers implement a plan to raise
more money for individual programs, thereby enhancing the athletics departments ability to
invest into programs and provide resources to their teams.
While various aspects within an athletics organization can influence fundraising, this
study shows that head coaching change can be one of them. The costs of managing a competitive
athletics department and investing into the student-athlete experience will continue to increase in
the 21st century; therefore, it is critically important for leaders to understand how organizational
change in programs may relate financially to the athletics organization. This study outlines the
results from such organizational change, while also providing higher education leaders and
fundraisers with valuable information to act both before and after these decisions are made.
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